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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for
Volume" XIV.

ROY7

In Federal Court
We learn that the Federal
Court held at Albuquerque, attracted a very large and, supposedly powerful political Lobby
from Mora County last week.
Of course it would be "Lese
to tell all we hear about it
but it is plain that Lobbying is
not a success in the Federal
Court.
When the time comes that
Courts and all officers thereof are
entirely removed from Partisan
Politics; When the Recall is invoked when they indulge in favoritism, there will be less reason
to hold Courts in Contempt by
intelligent men than there has
been in the past.
Ma-jest-

e"

The Roy Trading Co. has in'
stalled a new system of register
ing for their nightwatchman, by
means of which he registers in
all the places he should be every
hour.
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SONG OF THE SWEATER
(With Apologies)

From the October number of
the "New Mexico Tax Review"
we learn that

The hours I spend in sweater crfc
Are as a string of purls I sigh
To count them over every one apart,
My rows awry my rows awry.

i

Each hour I purl each purl take care
To drop no stitch lest I be stung;
I count, yes, count unto the end,.
And there a sleeve is hung.
"

0 memories
1

I

..'.
that

.

bless and burn!
out
Of raveling
at bitter loss! ;
drop a purl, yet strive at last to learn
To knit across, sweet art, to knit across.

H. B. Jones, President of the
Roy Trust and Savings Bank
came up from Tucumcari Sunday
to visit tne Bank and attend
fome special business.

wife and baby,
left last Friday for a visit with
his parents at Alva, Oklahoma,
Miss Regina Pint1 accompained
them and will go with Mrs. Wag'
ner later on to Waterloo, Iowa to
visit her people there. They wil
remain until after the Holidays
and anticipate a fine visit.
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For Good Roads

1LJL

"
Masons Organize! Soldier's Letter

1917."

NUMRKR 15

The meeting of Masons called
for last Frid4y evening at the
I. O. O. F. Hall was attended by
15 members, several not being
able to come for different reasons
The meeting was called to order
by Dr. O. A. Sale.
Irvin Ogden

The following letter is from a
nephew of Mrs. Fred Brown of
Roy, now in
active service
"Somewhere in France"
It is as vividly descriptive of
Conditions and sentiments as any
thing we have read from the

was chosen Chairman and Dr.
Sale Secretary.
A surprising
amount of enthusiasm was shown
and the members present all sign
ed the Charter List and agreed
to procure their Dimits from
their home Lodges, which are in

front.

different states. A charter
list of 21 members has been
signed up and there are several
yet to hear from.
The plan is to lease the old Odd
Fellows Hall and divide the rent
with the Odd Fellows and other
lodges, and use it until ttie matter of building a Hall is threshed
out The purpose in sight however, is to build a large auditorium suitable for public gather12

Auto Accident

The citizens of Roy and all the
Fred Holder met 'with a serivicinity will meet in Roy Tuesday ous accident Monday; He was
evening, Dec. 4th to discuss plans driving his Ford out north of
for connecting with the Union town a few miles when a dog
County Highway which is now ran under the wheels, Fred lost
established to the county-lin- e
control and the car turned turtle
near Will Mitchell's farm and ar- pinning him under it and injurrange to make a good road on ing him severely. The car and
into Roy and on to- Red River dog escaped serious injury.
where the bridge is finished.
Some more of the equipment
There has been ho road work
for
the Roy Post Office arrived
done here for years and there are
Saturday
and was installed Sunjust a few places that need grad
ing to make it all it ought to be. I day."'" This is now the best and
This is the start of great things most modernly equipped Post- for Roy and all the country round office we ever saw in a town of
several times the size. No town
It is up to you to come.
in N. E. New Mexico has a
Fred Strong and family have
moved back to Ute Park, N. M.
"Casey" White has barred
and Fred has his old job of R. R,
.t
Sale
mi
dates for Dec.
on acAgí. mere again, ine move is
count of having been subpoera d
made, primarily on account of
Mrs. Strong's health which is as a witness in Court at Las Ve
not good here. They have rent gas on these dates.
-

Leo Wagner,

L

and with Firmness in the Right"

NÍB1UC07"""ATÜRDAYt"

MORA CoilNTY,

Tax Matters
"In the matter of the 1917 tax
levies of the County of Mora and
the Village of Roy, IT IS ORDERED:
That the County and School
District levies be so adjusted that
the total production thereof,
when extended, shall not exceed
in the aggregate the sum of $77,
010.82 and that the said levies,
when so adjusted, are approved
except that the special levy of
50 mills in School District No. 59
is specifically
disapproved.
In
addition there will be extended a
levy of one mill for County Road
Emergency authorized by Chapter 5, Laws of 1917, Special Ses
sion .
Village Of Roy.
"That the levy of two mills
for General City purposes is
specifically approved".

AH,

JL

ings, shows etc. and a suitable
hall above for Lodge Purposes.
The prospect is very good for the
early institution of a Masonic
Lodge and there are a number of
candidates waiting and anxious
to become'members, '
At the meeting Tuesday evening a prop)sition to have a new
and exclusive hall built for them
and a committee was appointed
to plan for it and report at the
next meeting which will be held
Tuesday evening Dec 11th.

"We are very nafe, well fed
the quartered. The unit as 'a
whole seems well contented and
I know many good times to be
long remembered. We have our
base ball, cricket,' socket and now
foot ball holds sway.
These matches are engaged by
the various neighboring units
from America, Canadians, English and Australians are rapidly
taking them up and doing well
Especially the Australians and
Canadians who seem more like
us in customs and characteristics
than any of the nations of the
globe, all of which we see a little
of in this vicinity.
-

So the army has its good as
well as bad and while we must
we can live very comfortably and
easily. If only the balance were
as well off and contented a3 we.
Our camp is situated about"!
miles from Rowen.
The
place is indeed pretty or picturesque setting in somewhat of a,
valley surrounded by adorote
wall. One of large and massive,
trees to the outside and then
within by everjreens and high
hedges.

bevy'of schoolmaams about
thirty five in number came up on
the Polly from Tucumcari and
other towns south and had dinner
J. W. Johnson, Sr., left Satur.
here enroute to Santa Fe to the
day with his little daughter for
'
State Teacher's Convention.
They were a charming lot and El Paso, where she will undergo
the Roy teachers were at the an operation for the cure of
disease which ha3 aff
train to greet friends among
ected her from infancy. Mr. John
Here inside or within the tract
LOST:-o- n
the road between my
them and covet the trip they
son will remain at the hospital
home 16 mile3 north and Roy, proper we take care of our
were to have.
ed their farm south of town to
until she is settled and getting
W. S. Morris called Tuesday to last Friday evening,
A Masonic, patient in tents and huts whilehis successor, Mr. James M. Gor
along
nicely
may
say
and.
go
then
he
doing
felt
like
his
thaf
Fred Brown stored 2 cars of
Past
Master's Jewel. Finder we ourselves live comfortably in
don, a
of L. A, Canon
the adjoining pavilions, some
hay at his. new home .this week east for a short visit during her of Liberty who has been railroad- bit to keep this paper in the bus- please return to - -- '
'
iness
boosting
twenty to fifty yards away where
this
mesa.
for his work teamsVlie
iWck,
:.'
L. H.
ing in"
state, i Mr.
He geiS inspiration from the
from our beds we. can, see the
live in the new garage building are taKing care oi we iarm dur Gordon assumed the position
'Mills
i
printed
facts
is
he
busy
that
too
he is erecting while he builds ing his absence.
Monday,
to hunt up for himself.
quite a distance. ' ' '
the new house.
All their friends are sorry to
J. G. Smith of Pleasant View,
Mrs. John "Shamblin left last
Just between our sleeping-quarterwas in town Saturday and arrang losé the Strongs from our comDick Boulware has a new Ford Thursday for Oklahoma to visit
In order that the
munity
may ed to read the A,
and the hospital proper
they
always
but',
have
and Santa
with which to come to town. It relatives until after Thanksgivclose the office Thursday and de- Fe New Mexican in
the
several
come back every time they, left
spans of hedges
future, Mr.
makes the difference of taking ing. John is batching it at home
which
vote the entire day to observance Smith is just
hope
formerly
and
they
we
will
time.
this
were hurdles in
getting to where he
all day to come and get home during her absence.
it. i
of Thanksgiving, we are print- can see over his
uie
race3 field here
iniemauonai
tasks for the
with a team and coming in at
ing the paper Wednesday this winter. He has
frequently
betoae
the war. Now-- '
Remigio
Lopez
been one busy
went to Albu
noon hour and being hack to work
week so that we may not spoil farmer the past
we
use
grass
the
court
for a foot '
querque
last week to attend the
season.
all afternoon.
O
ball
holiday
by
the
thoughts of havrecreation ground and the
Trial of Mr. Gonzales, of Union
Rev. Bugg, preached at the
ing to make it up next day. It
hedges
for the goals. Quite ex- Good bye, judgeship; and good
The Christian Church Ladies county on a charge of Perjury. travegant
Christian Church in Roy Sunday,
may be that the "Canned" read bye
are we not?
He returned Tuesday. The case
district attorney job. It morning and
evening to large Aid ladies held their annual Baing matter you get' this time is really looks too
bad to have two and
Then near and in Rowen we
zaar and Chicken Pie Dinner resulted in a hung jury.
interested audience,
more interesting and important perfectly willing
candidates and
have
massive picturesaue Dlaces
Rev. Bugg came here eight last Saturday and it was a grand
than our homemade product, if nothing to elect them to. The
Rev. O. W. Hearn accompanied which volumes could be
success
00,
$94.
netting
largest
ago,
the
weeks
weighing
written
pounds
115
you will take the pains to read it. legislative
Joe Gilstrap to Clayton last about and then leave or slight
majority made a state and looking
sum
ever
such
earned
at
an
all
event
hopelessly
sick
a
Saturday returning Monday, He the same as to their needed praise
wide fool of itself and had the
in
Roy.
They
had
display
fine
a
glories
He
man.
now
in the
The Red Cross .Ladies to the foolish act ratified by the people,
TV,. war gues
had the privilege of Superintend
on anai many
iue
number of 20 or more met at the ia trying to create jobs for a pair fact that he weighs 150 pounds, of articles .for sale including ing a Sunday School there Sunhundreds daily either killed,
e
Fudge, and served
has the glow of health in his face
J. L. Hayes home Mondav even of crippled politicians.
day and had a very good time wounded or captured,
meal
a
but still
satisfied
all their
that
and the strength of youth in his
ing to knit in concert and inci
and a delightful trip.
Clayton News
the
Engjish,
French,'
customers,
etc. say
one of the finest in
frame and he demonstrated his
dentally to visit a little. Delici
they
quality
as well as most liberal in
are 'fed up' or in other
ability to go out and fill the pul
U3 cake was served before ad
La Follette has started plan pit of a Free Methodist Preacher quantity.
words
'had enough',
W.
K.
who
Miller,
lives
But still
in
the
journment.
Several of their ning a crop
of $100,000 libel suits with a voice that could reach the They promise the church shall tent at Kitchells, has attached rumors of a 'sudden end' or
protectors
natural
were allowed against
Wisconsin newspapers. end of an auditorium of 10.000 have "a new dress" with the his Tractor gears to his Ford several years more' go about
to sit in another room and wind
Those cruel, inhuman editors people.
proceeds and its shabby appear and is planning to go out to his from one to another.
skeins of grey yarn into balls should
not be permitted to say He is proud
ance
relieved as soon as the paint farm on the Hoggatt tract and
and discuss the important topics
of the accomplishDo you know when the. war
what they think' about Bob's
improvements can be commence plowing if the weath
and
other
ment of restored health in his
of the day while the ladies plied
will
end? Do I? No! for the war
saying what he thinks.
er holds good.
little tent in Roy, alone with his applied.
the needles.
being waged, a purpose set, we
God and living strictly to the
must arrive to that end and we
An average of four grain ele most modern rules for the cure
Dr. Murdoch, Dentist, from
will
Elby
but many a man vvilj fall
Bowman
family
and
left
CARD
OF THANKS
Springer was the ' most popular vators a day in the Dakotas and of Tuberculars and we are proud
Tuesday for Hutchinson, Kansas before that point or any word
man in town during his recent other depredations by enemies of the record he has made.
We desire to express our sin- where they will spend the winter of peace talked of by us. So if
Rev. Bugg will leave next week cere thanks to all those who só ana may aeciae to
visit in Roy, Most of the ladies within our gates has aroused the
remain per- you want to know my personal
and many of the men were call- government and arrests are be for his new home at Texico, N. liberally patronized us at our manently.
We are genuinely opinion. I will say I cant eat X- -.
ers at his office and he must have mg made rapidly. New Mexico M. where his wife and family bazaar and dinner.
sorry tp see them leave Roy but mas dinner at home this year
' found the profession very profit- farming communities should be have been located since his comChristián Aid Society hope, they may meet with success but maybe the next. We as well
on guard, as the record crops of ing here. We shall be pleased
able.
.
as the ones fighting as Allies feel
whereever they go.
food stuffs will attract the atten to hear of the permanency of his
The Roy School Board is facthe weight the U. S, can and will
R. C. Grunig is' official custo- tion of the destroyers.
...
.
cure.
ing the probability that the memdo it, but we know it must be an
t
Owen L. Brand writes us to
high
dian for
explosives for Roy
bers will have to go to the bank
efficient
and complete job and
Mrs. Van Dyne, died at her and borrow money to meet the send his
Mrs. Marie Martin has been
to him at Kenne-bunand vicinity, under the new war
will thereforé take time. So you
Maine, where he now re
ruling. No one can buy dyna- seriously ill this week, and under home at Mills Monday. The body pay roll of the teachers again
know the paper items concerning
He plainly don't intend
shipped
sides.
was
'
Drs.
to
the
care.
her
at
h:me
Buf this month as they did last.
mite unless their motive is perour nation's progress are seldom
falo, New York for interment.
to forget this' mesa and her
fectly legitimate.
overlooked by us abroad and in
people.
S. S. Party
spite of all the slander we often
Ben
Hoskins
is
addition
new
a
Floyd Ivey met with a serious
read
of, we patiently await
The Victor and Bible Students to our list cf Route A readers.
loss this week. He is visiting
Sergeant Robert Kirby writes the time to reap, in a satisfying
a
his mother at Pueblo, Colorado. classes of the Roy Union Sunday
There will be a Pie Supper at from Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, and contented condition. So hope-in- g
Sam Strong and wife are en
They went to a picture show and School will have a Thanksgiving
hone may fare worse than
joying a visit from his mother Pleasant View Schoolhouse the to change his address on his
on their return they found the Party at the Griner Búngalo in
Co. G. 60th Infantry to we, I must close.
from
to
6th,
raise
Dec.
evening
of
Mrs. francis Strong,, who arrivd
house had been robbed and his Roy Thursday evening Nov. 29th
Battal-lioTuesday from her home at Mans money for the usual Christmas Co. C. 4th Machine Gun
Owen Meffert,
grip with a suit of clothes and,
This is two of Mr. Kirby's
tree. All are invited to come,
Glenn Anderson and Elmer field Missouri.
'
other things to the value of over
American Base Unit No. 21
She has been visiting in Canada have a good time, bring pies or sons who have been promoted to
a hundred dollars was among the Scott, will lead the Christian En
is
Sergeant
and
one
rank
of
the
cause
Army Post Office,
help
the
and
price
" and Kansas and will return home the
deavor next Sunday evening.
stolen goods.
in
somewhere
France.
E.
A.
F. France. ,.
welcome.
be
,
along. You will
from here.
A
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THE

Ail EPITOME

OF

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN

At Roma, ths government has isANNUAL THAHKSGIV1HG
sued a new decree limiting ths
WESTERN
amount of bread for each person, to
f
pound per day.
LATE LIVE
PROCLAMATION ISSUED BY GOV- MINING AND OIL
Two army corps loyal to the comERNOR W. E. LINDSEY.
mittee for the salvation of the revoluNEWS
tion, stationed at Luga, report that
CONDENSED RECORD OP THE
Premier Kerensky is with them.
Asks that "Right and Truth Shall TEUTON
8AILORS SINK SUBMA
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
Triumph So Son of God 8hall Not
A Berlin dispatch quotes the Lokat
Waatara Kawtpapar Union Kawi
RINE AS THEY SURRENDER
HOME AND ABROAD.
Have
In
Death
Vain.'
Sufftred
Anzeiger as saying that the British
Waatara Nwppr Union Nawa Sarvloa.
COMINO EVEVri.
TO U. S. DESTROYERS.
used from 150 to 200 tanks in their uec I.
Prices for Metals.
Indiana
In A.nr
zunl
Khali.
advance on Cambrai.
Aun . Nwippi Union Newt Service
Wtrn
New York. Bar silver, 84c.
March.
I
Wool
1!
Growers' convention
Reading, lord chief Justice,
Santa Fé. Governor W. E. Lindsey
Copper Casting, $23.17&.
i noaweii.
FROM ALL SOURCES hasViscount
been created an earl, and Lord
has issued the following Thanksgiving SAILOR
bid.
Lead, $6.37
OF
DIES
WOUNDS
Taos
county
by
voted "wet"
47 ma proclamation:
Northcllffe a viscount, according toan
St. Louis. Spelter, $7.4G.
jority.
Boulder. Tungsten concentrates, 60
official statement Issued at London.
The promise of the Jehovah God Is
per cent, $20.0U22.50 per unit. Crudo
ew Mexico gave the army Y. M that, "While the earth remalneth,
SAYINGS, DOINOl ACHIEVE
About 150
Greeks have
ores, 60 per cent, $20.00025.00; 25 per
and harvests shall not FIVE OFFICERS AND THIRTY-FIVbeen arrested at Athens, charged with C. A. $20,000 in excess of the quota seed-timMENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
cent, $12.0012.50; 10 per ceat, $9.49
01
$30,000,
In
He
cease;" and
espionage, propaganda and diffusion
that ancient time,
MEN CAPTURED BY U. 8. 8HIP
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
12.20 per unit.
J. O. Seth of Albuquerque succeeds commanded His people to appear beof false news. They will be expelled.
IN
EUROPEAN WATERS.
The government has decided to de Mr. Easley as assistant United States fore Him to celebrate the feast of the
Arizona.
Mt
Nwippr Colon Niara Sartlca.
full harvest which was In the end of
monetize certain types of silver coins, district attorney.
and associates have
Henry
Johnson
ABOUT THE WAS
says the Paris Matin, to put a stop to
The Santa Fe has started work on the year when they had "gathered in Waatara Ntwip.per Union Newt Servtca.
made an excellent, strike of ore in the
British continua to make successful the hoarding, which is paralyzing the extension of its terminal office their labors out of field." The instiWashington, Nov. 26. Sinking of a shaft on the Black Eagle mine, at
advance in Palestine.
tution of an annual thanksgiving to
facilities in CI o vis
trade.
German
submarine by an American de Cerbat.
Almighty
God
blessings
the
of
the
for
British forces force wedge of six
Spanish-AmericaThe House of Commons at London
recruits may be harvest was first celebrated on this stroyer with the capture of five offi
Shattuck-Arlzonis centering Im
miles into German lines.
organized
unanimously decided to extend the
into a separate command.
men was re mediate attention among Arizona proby the Pilgrim Fathers in cers and about thirty-fivcontinent
Recent naval battle proves effect municipal franchise to women
on the with Major Bujac in charge.
f
1621 even after more than
of ported to the Navy Department by ducers with plans underway for ex
iveness of British preparations.
. .
i
same terms as they now have the
or san Marcial, may their original number had, within a Vice Admiral Sims. The submarine pansion of activities.
caxi weier,
A great encircling attack was at parliamentary franchise.
lose his foot as the result of the acci year,
perished of cold, hunger and itself was all but captured, the Ger
New Cornelia Copper Company, tho
tempted Friday by the Austrc-Germdental discharge of a shotgun
A dispatch from Berlin says Em
mans sinking it by opening the valves Infant, in point of length of Ufe It has
disease Incident thereto.
forces against Monte Meletta, but the peror
William has approved bills for
All mines are crowding in their win
Annually since that date it has been after officers and crew had swarmed bad among the big copper producers
Italians held all the positions.
Prussian suffrage reforms and for ters freight, and both teams and the custom of the people of our na to the deck of the
with cries of of Arizona, made 3,628,800 pounds of
Gen. Pershing has reported to the changes
in the composition of the up trucks are working to capacity. .
Kamerad!" One German member of copper in October.
tion, in the fall of the year, to ob
War Department that two men were per bouse
,
.
.
.,
k
of Parliament.
Aiiruiiinaieiy fiuu.uuu, it Is re serve a feast day and a day of thanks the crew was killed and another suskilled in action on Nor. 13. Three
The Silver King shaft at Superior
ported,
Ancient
will
Juarez
again
is
military
be
a
the
paid Quay giving to the Lord God for His mercies tained wounds from which he died af- has been unwatered to a depth of betotal
were severely wounded and three
being
ter
one
of
taken
de
the
encampment.
aboard
county
blessings
upon
The town Is filled
us as
bestowed
farmers for this year's crop of and
slightly wounded.
low 250 feet, and a station has been
with soldiers and the overflow have Droom corn,
individuals, as states, and as a nation. stroyers.
The Germans have been drawing been
The Navy Department in an official installed at this level. Much good ore
quartered at the Juarez race
In this crisis year of our ration's
George r. Utter, well known mining
troops from other sectors and rushing
will be taken from the mine at 250
which Is not being used this man of southern New Mexico, was history when It appear sthat the des statement made no reference to the
track
them to the Cambrai region. Among
feet
prisoners
taken.
seriously injured at Steeplerock, sus tiny of liberty is in greater Jeopardy
them were two companies of cripples winter.
It was subsequently learned that
than ever before, we have been, upon
A new German barred zone, a dis- taining two broken ribs,
and convalescents.
Colorado.
the depth charge smashed the horizon
James E. Alvey, charged with the the whole, blessed with an abundant tal rudder of the submarine, causing
Capture of 1,200 Austrlans who patch from Berlin announces, has
The Roosevelt tunnel of the Cripple
may
we
give
For
this
harvest
thanks
been
established around the Azores, murder of Ray Walters, a well known
crossed the Plave river is announced
unto God that He has kept the cove It to rise to the top; that the officers Creek Deep Drainage and Tunnel
which have become In economic and sheep man, was convicted of
In a message from Gen. Diaz, the Ital
murder nant even unto us. May we
also on and crew swarmed on deck with cries Company was advanced 161 feet durmilitary
respects
hostile
of
At
bases
In the second degree at Roswell.
ian commander-in-chief- ,
to his army, lantic
this annual feast and thanksgiving day of surrender after the destroyers had ing the month of October.
navigation."
received by cable.
Miss Margaret Larkln represented
opened fire, but that some of the crew
Durango reports that the Columbus
Premier Lloyd George told members the Las Vegas normal university in fervently beseech Him for the grant after they had surrendered opened the
The Bolshevik! Press Agency of.
of such power and wisdom as shall
in the La Platas has opened a
mine
flcially reports from Petrograd that of the American war mission, meeting the state declamatory contest at enable us as a people and a nation to valves and sank the boat
great vein of ore which promises ex
with
the
British
cabinet in London Santa Fé during the teachers' conven extend the blessings
all of Premier Kerensky's troops have
The prisoners were taken on board traordinary high values.
of liberty under
surrendered and that the Bolshevikl that the collapse of Russia and the tion.
law to ever nation and to every peo one of the destroyers and taken to
Owing to the systematic operations
foreign port. One of the dead was
also have gained a complete victory reverses of Italy, "made it even more
Two women were severely injured ple upon the earth.
of the American Smelting and Refin
imperative that the United States send and a man and a woman
sea.
given
at Moscow.
at
military
a
funeral
less serious
Now, therefore, I, W. E. Lindsey,
as many troops as possible across the ly hurt in a collision
These are the first naval prisoners ing Company mining is livelier at
between an an governor of the state of New Mexico,
According to the Stockholm Tid
Creede
it has been in many
Atlantic
as
early
as
possible."
tomobiie and a street car at Albu in accordance with the honored cus- taken In an engagement at sea by tho years. than
ningen, a Russian diplomat left Stock
querque.
United
force.
States
Apparently
carrying
out Us plan to
tom, do proclaim Thursday, November
noim lor Petrograd with orders to
A. Osberg, lessee on the Gold Dollar
hand to the Russian revolutionary cease all fighting under an armistice
Governor Lindsey appointed Tomas 29th, 1917, Thanksgiving Day in the
BOURLON SEIZED BY BRITISH. Consolidated Mining Company's Beagovernment proposals for peace by with the central powers, the Bolshe- R. Duran county commissioner for the state of New Mexico.
con hill estate, Is making good provikl government of Russia announced Second district in Bernalillo county.
the central powers.
Particularly on this day ought we
duction
1899 class of the army would be He succeeds
the
and Is loading a car every
Win
Two
Lines
French
and
Teuton
to
accompAlmighty
beseech
God
to
the late Manuel R.
Southeast of Ypres the British
other day.
Italians Repulse Many Attacks.
lish His kingdom in earth even as it
have thrown forward their line slight released from service immediately. Springer.
London, Nov. 26. The British have
ly. On the southern front the Ger Other classes will be similarly de
The production made by lessees of
county Agricultural Agent J. M is In Heaven out of the arbitrament
now won another smashing victory near the Elkton- Consolidated Mining and
mans have delivered several small at mobilized, a wireless message received Ramirez stated that the apple crop of of the sword in the world-wa- r
tacks In the Alsne region, northwest at London asserted.
Santa Fe county is a bumper one, and waging. That In this first world con- Cambrai, capturing the village of Milling Company for the month of Ocof Rhelms and In Champagne.
All of SPORTING NEWS
greatly surpasses the crop of the'past te8t between the Pwerg of mi&M and Bourlon and most of Bourlon wood tober totaled eighteen cars, closely ap
darkness on the one hand and the after sanguinary fighting. Press re- proximating 600 tons.
them were repulsed by French artil
Jimmy Maturo, Colorado pocket bll lew years.
powers of right and truth on the ports tell of the terror cast over the
lery.
Hard champion,
now
is
making his
Near Silverton the Belcher mine.
Between thirty and forty thousand other, right and truth shall triumph German artillery ranks as a mass of
British troops in the region of home in Colorado Springs.
head of sheep are to be shipped out so that the Son of God shall not have tanks crawled on toward them. The worked under lease by Ferguson and
Cambrai are consolidating the posi
Bartley Madden of New Jersey over the Rio Grande this fall, from
Marshall, has been having ore packed
tions they won. Especially severe has knocked out Jim Coffey, the Dublin the great territory surrounding the suffered death upon the cross In vain. British airmen aided the infantry in from the mine to the North Star mill
their advance.
been the fighting around Crevecoeur, giant, In the seventh round of a Farmlngton section.
rqady-f- ot
shipment.
Woman Rancher' Slain.
Near Verdun the French have cap
Moeuvres and the Bourlon wood, in scheduled
bout at Providence,
Ouray
Manager
At
Barnhart of the
Carrizozo, N. M. The body of Miss tured first and second line trenches
Cattlemen of New Mexico and Texas
'
the latter of which regions, the Brit R-- I.
have been advised by railroad officials Lillle Ingram, who had been shot, from the crown prince's army, and Mountain 'Top Mining Company has
ish cavalry was operating brilliantly
Rabbit Maranville, shortstop of the
t
purchased a
tram for tho
In an endeavor to capture the wood. Boston Braves and now a yeoman In that they will be provided with suf was found by her brother and a have taken prisoner more than 800
use of his company between the mine
friend,
concealed
on
ficient
cars
in
to
do
underbrush
dug
deep
won
their
late
and
ship
several
fall
Germans
All the ground gained by the British the United States navy, came
out for
her ranch, six miles from White Oaks. outs. This success followed several dump and over the dangerous portion
had been held up to late Friday, and football practice with the Boston navy ping to northern or eastern points.
of Governor basin.
In addition west of Moeuvres an elevaDiscission of the grazing fees for Miss Ingram lived alone on the ranch. attempts of the crown prince to ad
yards eleven at Cambridge, Mass.
was
She
shot
Saturday,
Nov.
17,
In
it
large
forces
vance.
The Petaln
tion dominating a large section of the
cattlemen was the chief order of busi
Frank Garcia of the Los Angeles ness at the meeting
was believed, while she was attempt numbers suddenly burst Into the Ger
Montana.
Canal du Nord and the town of Moeuof the state adAthletic
Club
knocked
out
ing
nationthe
to
hobble
A
a
from
burro.
bullet
At
end
of last year the Ana
man
the
trenches.
visory board of the New Mexico Cat
vres had been captured.
al amateur lightweight champion,
a .2a-3rifle entered her right breast
claim to have repulsed conda owned 200,000 shares of InspiraItalians
The
tle
and
Horse
Growers'
Association
at and passed out under the
WESTERN
Jack Tomasula of New York, fighting Albuquerque.
left shoulder many attacks of the Austro-Germation on which it has received diviGerman confesses to placing bomb under United States navy colors at
blade. Her body was dragged about between the Brenta and Plave rivers. dends of $1,600,000.
The State Tax Commission has com 300 yards to the underbrush
In Chicago theater.
San Francisco.
and hid
reports that the bursting of
Wilsonium, the radium active sub
pleted the assessment roll of private den there. Nothing was known of her Venice
Brotherhood railway chiefs will not GENERAL
shells has been heard there.
stance
which is present in monazite
companies
car
for
1917,
the total val death until her brother and his
tie up transportation.
Berlin claims that attacks on Inchy, and uranlte sand of Montana, has
Mexican army making move to sur
placed at $1,439,517 friend, J. P. Foster, went to
being
uation
the Banteux and Moeuvres were repulsed. been fully established as a new eleIt was announced in Detroit, Mich., round Villa and his bandits.
which is to produce taxes In the ranch on the 19th to visit her. Not
In Palestine the British are closing ment, it was said in Billings.
that Henry Ford had subscribed for
Unnaturalized Germans begin mov amount of $23,752.03.
finding her at home, they began a In on Jerusalem. The site of the an
500,000
worth of Canada Victory ing away from restricted zones.
Montana-BinghaConsolidated Min
Word has been received at East Las search which resulted In the finding cient Mlzpah, some eight miles west
bonds.
Plans for establishing the largest Vegas from Tres Piedras to the ef of the body. The identity of the of Jerusalem, was carried by storm. ing Company announces that it has
One hundred and fourteen horses rifle range In the Middle
completed the purchase of the ForWest, north fect that Mrs. Virginia Gutierrez de slayer and his motive in killing the
were burned to death and a dozen of Zion City, 111., were
tuna. The capital will remain at
announced by Giron has eloped with Lázaro Padilla. woman are unknown.
Kerensky Planning Future Activities. 3,000,000 shares, par value $1
motor trucks were destroyed in a fire Capt. W. A. Moffett,
each.
commander of Botn nave families. The woman is
In Chicago.
Christianla. Dr. David Soskic, con
Dry Amendment Wins, Others Lose.
the Great Lakes naval traiDing sta- 23 years of age and the man 39.
The Tramway mine, one of the larg
One hundred head of hogs belonging
tion.
Santa Fé. Returns from eighteen fidential secretary to A. F. Kerensky, est producers of the Anaconda CopTwo more Santa Fé county liquor
to two farmers near Fairbury, Neb.,
of
the twenty-eigh- t
counties of New the deposed Russian premier, passed per Company, resumed operations for
The safe in the state bank at Fran- have been poisoned. German agents clsville, Ind., was blown open by rob- dealers have been enjoined by Judge Mexico show a majority for the pro through Christianla on his way to both day and night shifts. This will
Holloman from further sale of liquor
or
are blamed.
hibition amendment of 11,955, a ma England. He carries a message from increase the tonnage by 600 to 700
bers. About $5,000 In Liberty bonds, on account of alleged
violations
of
jority
against the tax amendment of Kerensky, who, he declared, is safe tons. Operations now are 88 per cent
President Wilson will be formally $500 ctsh of the Y. M. C. A. war fund the law. They are
Battlrto Costa of 6,830, and a majority against the ju and preparing plans for future activ
normal, according to a statement isassured of the support during tire war and $3,000 of the bank's cash were Madrid and Joe
Graito of Cerrillos.
ities.
dicial district amendment of 3,087.
sued by Butte local officers.
of the country's newest political or taken.
It Is estimated that 700 acres were
ganization, the National party.
Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo planted to potatoes In
SHOWN.
CROPS
WORLD
HUGE
the Cloudcroft
Albuquerque Elects Commissioners.
Leaving an estate of about $30,000,-00- , will personally cooperate to capture district, which, at an average
New Mexico.
between
Grant B. Schley, 72 years old, c the murderer of Mr. and Mrs. Paul 6,000 and 10,000 pounds per
Albuquerque.
In the first election International Institute of Agriculture
The Southwestern Power and Coal
acre.
banker and stockbroker of New York Alar and Peter Treplch, who left a would bring around five
Company, with office at Magdalena,
Reports on Year's Production.
million held under the city's new charter,
city, widely known In Denver, died at note saying he had killed the three pounds of potatoes from
WaiUngton. Bumper world crops of and F. G. Nickel, agent, was Incorone dis Charles F. Wade and Walter M. Con- this
his country home, Froheim, Far Hills, because they bought Liberty bonds at trict alone.
beets porated.
nell, candidates for commissioner, re corn, oats, potatoes, rice,
Virginia, Minn.
N.J.
The oil drilling crew on the Ander
Governor Lindsey has honored the ceived majorities. The charter cre- and tobacco for this year are shown by
The secretary of the Finnish I. W. requisition
International Insti- son ranch at Columbus are now down
WASHINGTON
of Governor Keith Neville, ated three commissionerships, but a estimates of the
Washington is stirred by success of W. propaganda league at Red Lodee. of rebraska, for the extradition of majority vote is required for election, tute of Agriculture at Rome made pub to 1,200 feet and are getting a good
Department of Agriculture. showing of oil.
Montana coal mining camp, was Algot G.
British attacks.
Sandahl, on the charge of and none of the other six candidates lic by the
of wheat In seventeen
bastinadoed
horsewhipped
production
and
a
by
The
raping Hazel F. Furby, whose age Is received a majority. J. M. Reynolds
List of dead from destroyer disaster
The Mesa Oil Company, which was
Including the central
not
Liberty
countries,
of
citi
committee
given under 18 years and who resides and Alderman George D. Hammond,
gives names of 21 persons.
zens for alleged anti-wa- r
powers, will be 1,808,000,000 bushels, recently organized with a capital of
activity, ac at Dawson, Neb.
who finished third and fourth, respec 85.6 per cent of the
Rear Admiral W. L. Capps, general cording to information reaching Bill
r
average. $160,000, will drill for oil in the neigh
borhood of Aztec and Farmlngton.
The United States weather bureau tively, will run again to determine
manager of the emergency fleet cor- ings. It also is reported
Corn raised will amount to 3,312,000,- that two in its October
report for New Mexico which shall have the vacant commls- - 000 bushels, which is 14.1 per cent
poration, asked Secretary of the Navy Finnish Industrial Workers were
Articles of Incorporation were filed
dwells upon the drouth which is al- plonership.
Daniels to be relieved from all duty, strung up by the
greater than the average production in the State Corporation Commission's
neck until they lost
most unprecedented. Fully
on the ground of ill health.
f
consciousness.
for the last five years. Other crops are office by the Liberty Bond Mining
of the state had not a drop of preOn account of the reduction in
estimated as follows: Oats, 2,682,000,- Company, capitalized at $500,000, with
Nearly Million In Farm Loans.
With the aid of the French ambassa cipitation
and such showers as oc
office at Doming.
ships torpedoed during the past few dor, M. Jusserand, a reformation In
Fe.
R.
W.
Heflin,
Santa
former 000 bushels, 113.9 per cent. Potatoes
weeks the war risk bureau lowered the women's dress styles for 1918, which curred in some sections, were widely
112.4 per cent.
bushels,
719,000,000
Incorporation papers were filed by
deputy state treasurer, and now apinsurance rate on vessels passing will have- a saving of 25 per cent In scattered and insufficient.
10,000,000
tons. the Stephenson-Bennet- t
Sugar
beets,
short
Leasing ComFollowing a lingering Illness, due to praiser for the Federal Land bank of 106.6 per cent. Tobacco, 1,186,000,000 pany with headquarters at
through the submarine zone from 5 to the amount of material used, has
the Ste
who
Wichita,
returned
here
a
after
4 per cent.
phenson-Bennepounds, 120.5 per cent.
mine near Organ,
been effected by the commercial tuberculosis, Miles W. Burford, well trip through Union, Colfax
and Mora
Dona Ana county.
All state food administrators were economy board of the council of na- known cattleman and
Ax Murder Jury Acquits Pastor.
instructed by Food Administrator tional defense. Men's clothing styles citizen of Silver City, died at his counties, states that so far nearly
The Mogollón Mines Company has
has been loaned on New MexRed Oak, la. The Rev. Lyn G. J. been running their
Hoover to ascertain and report the also have been simplified and to a suburban home a few hours following
mill to full capa
from
arrival
of
charge
the
Indianapolis,
acquitted
of
the
was
Kelly
by
Ind.,
ico
lands
the
Wichita
of
bank.
Ad
names of manufacturers and dealers great extent standardized, with a
city and steadily increasing ore rewho
of
father,
made
a record trip ditional loans will be made as fast committing the Villlsca ax murders
subject to federal license who failed saving of about 40 per cent in ma- his
serves. About 3,000 pounds of gold
half way across the continent to see as title and other details can be per 1912 by the jury in his second trial
to obtain license.
terial.
and sliver were sent to mint during
his son before he passed away.
here.
Court
District
In
fected.
October.
Tanks for the American army are
The efforts of the Y. M. C. A. to
Word was received in Santa Fe that
expected to be as effective In every raise $35,000,000 for war relief work
8ameul Gompers.
Labor
Forty-twMen for Officers' Camp.
way as those used by the British In exceeded all expectations.. It was an- Edward Springer, son of Frank
Wyoming.
Buffalo, N. Y. Samuel Gompers,
Roswell, N. M. The War Depart
their great drive, although no details nounced that the tot I amount raised Springer, and Waldo Twitchell, son of
The
is made that the
announcement
of
American
Federation
president
the
Col. Ralph E. Twitchell, , who have ment has issued
Orders authorizing
oí construction or as to the number is over $50.000,000.
thirty-fivyears,
re- Curtis Company and the New York
was
for
of
Labor
been
In
training
Leon
at
Springs, the New Mexico Military Institute to
pf machines being built are available.
Oil Company, drilling at Iron Creek,
Ohio people were requested by Fred
Tex., the past six weeks, will be com- send to the third series of training elected, and with him the other offi. An offer by the British admiralty to
C. Crockton, state food administrator,
nineteen miles from Casper, have
except
B.
treasLennon,
cers,
John
decorate certain officers and men of to observe each evening meal as a missioned first lieutenants of artil- camps graduates and undergraduates urer, who was defeated by Daniel J. struck an excellent showing of oil in
lery.
who are deserving of recommendatwo American destroyers for their wbeatless meal and to go without
Tobin, president of the International a stray sand, encountered at 375 feet.
The October settlement of
4
services in combating German sub- meat each Tuesday.
tion and whose, ages are between 20 Teamsters and Chauffeur's Union. The
Activity is displayed in all parts of
brings the total of state land years and 9 months and 31. The origmarines has been declined, Secretary
The New York State Woman Sufres- - the Castle Creek section, and among
adopted
unanimously
a
convention
payments
into
the
state treasury for inal order called for men between 21
Daniels announced, because the laws frage party in convention in New
olutlon demanding new trials for War- - those doing the real work In this ierand 31. Now that this has been ren K. Billings and Thomas J. Moon- - ritory are the Midwest, Employés Pe-eof this country prevent soldiers and York, adopted a recommendation that the present fiscal year to $1,093,669.66.
Income
With
the
of
November
to
still
changed so as to admit them three
sailors from receiving decorations as an organization It should remain
convicted of murder resulting troleum, Young Oil and Ohio com-frobe added, this Is a gain of more than months younger soma of the more re
from foreign governments'.
as a nonpartisan group of voters.
San Francisco bomb explosion, panles and McCall ft Williams of
$250,000 over last year's total income.
cent graduates will be able to enter.
Dsuver.
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THE

UIIIFORM PIG CROP
One of the

First Considerations

In Selecting Original

Herd.
C0KFCSÜATI0H OF

GOOD SJQW

Many Judges of 8wlne Regard Good
Roomy Females aa Being Especially High In Fecundity Mala
Is Half the Herd.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
In feeding hogs for the market, as
also with any other class of meat animals, larger returns are obtained when
the stock Is as nearly uniform as possible, and as It is very profitable for
each farmer to breed his own feeders,
particular attention should be given
to the selection of the original breeding stock. Uniformity Is of primary
Importance, for to "have a uniform
crop of pigs there must be uniformity
In the breeding herd, and to obtain this
must be one of the first considerations
In selecting the original herd.
The Sows.
The females of the herd may be obtained by purchasing bred sows or
gilts safely In pig to a boar of recognized worth. As It Is often difficult
to obtain a sow which has shown herself to be good breeder by the previous litters she has produced, it Is advisable for economy's sake to purchase
bred gilts. These should be about
twelve months old, being bred after
the age of eight months, and If possible all should be In pig to the same
boar. Here Is the first opportunity to

practice selection for uniformity;
or not, the sows
whether pure-breshould be similar In color, marking,
type and conformation. The type of
the sows selected should be the one
While
which the market demands.
there Is some variation between the
different breeds, It Is largely a matter
of characteristics, as a good Individual,
no matter what breed It represents, If
properly fed and munaged will make
economical gains.
d

Conformation.

In conformation a brood sow should
show first of all femininity. Tills is
well marked in the hog If a close observation is made, and Is characterized
by quality and refinement in all parts
of the body. The bristles are finer and
less erect than those of the boar, giving the sow a smoother appearance.
The forehead is smoother, the neck
much thinner, and a little longer In
proportion to the rest of the body. The
shoulders are not as heuvy, although

"

sible combinations. In other words, a
sow may not produce offspring similar
In type to herself, unless her ancestors
were of the same type. By selecting
the sows from ono herd, it is not only
possible to choose animals similar In
visible type, but they are apt to be
similar In dormant characteristics ai
well. In buying such animals the farmer is not purchasing separate individuals to form so many breeding units,
but rather kindred individuals, all
parts of a single established Une or
type which will blend together to form
a single breeding unit
At best, it Is Impossible to choose
sows that will produce true to type,
for as yet no line of breeding is absolutely pure, but by selecting the sows
In this manner, the chances for' uniformity are immeasurably increased.
Some mistakes are bound to be made,
and their correction will be difficult,
but by keeping records of the breeding
stock and their produce, it will be possible to dispose of undesirable Individuals as their poor reproductive ability becomes known. One Ideal must
always be uppermost In the breeder's
mind, and the stock must constantly
approach nearer to that one Ideal In
order to make any real progress. It is
relatively easy to produce hogs, but to
produce uniform hogs, hogs that will
build up and advance the breed, re
quires time and constant effort.
The Boar.
The farmer who lives In a communl
ty where It Is possible to obtain the
services of a good boar, and who has
only a few sows, will not find It prof
itable to keep a mule simply for use In
his own herd. However, If he has six
or more sows, or If It Is impossible to
get the use of his neighbor's boar when
necessary, it will be well to purchase
one of his own. It Is often desirable
to delny the purchase of the boar until

some time after the original female
stock has been selected. It the gilts
were bred at the time of their pur
chase, the service of a boar will not be
needed until several months later,
when It is necessary to breed for the
second lot of pigs. This Is not only a
saving of money at the time of starting the herd, when expenses are apt to
be very heavy, but it also gives the
breeder time to study the original sows
along with their offspring and select
boar that will correct their faults.
There Is a hackneyed but neverthe
less true expression that the "male Is
half the herd." He really does represent 50 per cent of the breeding stock,
and therefore Is the most Important
Individual In the whole herd, but
granting that he forms half, the sows
most certainly constitute the other
half, even though their Influence Is di
vided Into several parts. Certainly
both halves are equnlly Important and
neither can well be neglected at the
expense of the other.
It Is well to select a boar at least
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Youths of Gotham Stage "Roughhouse"

Gilded

Of course there must be tricks In every trade, but it isn't
day that they are unmasked as vigorously and with the acclamation
which greeted the unveiling of a haberdashery plot at One Hundred and
Sixteenth street and Broadway. That
section of the city's profile happens
at present to be decorated largely with
Columbia students, and It was In and
about these that the skirmish began
and ended.
Those of the population of Moro
Ingslde Heights who were privileged
to be In at the death were first Introduced to the carnage when two youths
met at the subway exit at that point.
To avoid extravagant language, each
youth was garbed as beautifully aa
the fairest lily of the field. From lightly crushed fedora down a panel of
expensive looking vest expanse to the tip of resplendent Russian leather shoes
the two youths were immaculate.
From a sartorial standpoint the two lads were most emphatically there.
None but a cross-eye- d
old maid could have passed the two without sighs for a
cozy corner, dim light and
small talk. And none but
the mildest mannered of their own sex could have pussed them without hoping Inwardly and almost outwardly that some motormun would get careless
and bump them Into the nearest hospltul. Thut's the kind of lads these were,
Consequently, when suddenly they met, engaged each other in spirited
s
conversation and then fell to with short Jabs and
and right
hooks, there was little hurrying to classes in lob. 3 or philosophy 4. While
the dust flew with it went brilliant neckscarfs, canes of gilt knobs, pieces of
silk shirts and gore.
But finally, unfortunately, a policeman from the West One Hundred and
Twenty-fiftstreet station arrived and pried the two aport, still gnashing
collar buttons and gold teeth at each other. And he proceeded at once to delve
Into the origin of the riot. And this Is the explanation he got :
The two were representatives of clothing concerns near Columbia who
have been made stalking horses for the trade of the students. Their Job
consists of lolling around, impersonating clothing posters, and, whenever a
student appears interested, telling hlra where similar garbage er that is,
garb can be obtained. Yesterday the rivals met and leurned for the first
time they were rlvnls. One called the other a chorus man. That was too
far. The reader and Mornlngside Heights now know what followed.
YORK.

NEW

they must not be narrow, for such a
condition Is on Indication of lack of
constitution. By no means accept any
breeding animal that Is narrow-chestefor it Is a sure Indication of lack
of vitality and consequently of breeding ability. Ample capacity in the
g
middle should be provided by
ribs, and long, deep sides.
Many Judges of hogs regard good
roomy sows as being especially high In
fecundity, and this characteristic Is
certainly no detriment to their conformation, provided It Is combined with
quality.
A sow should show the type demanded In a market animal, namely, a
strong, wide, deeply fleshed back;
smoothly covered shoulders; plump,
hams; and a trim, neat
pelunderline. A wide,
vic cavity will Insure easy parturition,
and the udder should be evenly and
well developed and have at least 12
teats. Her legs should be strong and
well placed, have good clean bone, and
strong, straight pasterns. It Is not of
well-sprun-

d

d

as great Importance to have perfect
feet and legs in a sow as In a male,
but she should show no weakness at
this point. A sow should have scale
and size, combined with quality.
Strong, clean, hard bone, trim Joints,
neat ears, fine, glossy bristles,, and
freedom from folds and wrinkles In the
skin, are all Indications of quality. A
sow, having plenty of
large,
capacity and size, but lacking In femininity and quality, is one of the poorest Investments a breeder can make,
for her pigs will be slow to develop,
hard to fatten, and lacking both In
numbers and In uniformity.
raw-bone- d

Selection.
first purchase of sows
possible,
the
If
should be made from one herd, for In
this manner it Is easier to get uniformity. Uniformity goes deeper than
the mere visible type or conformation ; It Is determined by past ancestry
and Is controlled by the characteristics
The
contained In the germplasm.
germplasm is continuous, extending
from Individual to individual, and any
member of the chain shows In Its visible confirmation only a few of the po- -

eight months old, for the selection of
a weanling pig that will mature into
the kind of breeding animal demanded
In any particular case A a very difficult and precarious undertaking. In
selecting the mole, aim to correct any
faults which may be present In the
conformation of the sows. These faults
may be discovered In the several
months between the first purchase of
the bred gilts and the time when it is
necessary to breed again for the second litter. It is seen here why uniformity Is of such importance in the
herd, for the common fault of the sows
mny be corrected In the offspring by
the use of a boar particularly strong
in thnt characteristic ; but If the sows
are not uniform if, for example, one
has high quality with lack of scale,
while another has the opposite characters It will be impossible to select
one boar that can correct the faults
of both.
The boar must show masculinity
first of all. This Is characterized by
d
a strong head, a thick
shoulders, stiff
neck,
bristles, and a little coarser hair than
Is found in a sow of the same weight
and age. His visible reproductive 'organs should bo well developed. By
no means select a boar having only one
testicle, or one having two small,
ones. Constitution should be
strongly In evidence, for this Indicates
the vitality necessary to get strong,
healthy pigs. The market type Indicated for the sows should be found In
d
the boar, namely, a long, strong,
back, thickly covered with flesh
plump ham ;
not fat ; a
a deep, smooth side ; and a trim underline. He must have quality, but with
It strength of bone and scale. A small,
d
boar Is often lacking In
masculinity. Strength of bone Is shown
In the development of the feet and
legs, and the manner In which the animal carries himself upon bis toes. As
the hind pasterns are very prone to
become weak with age and may Interfere seriously with serviceability, select a young boar, one that stands well
up on his toes. This characteristic Is
found only in one having excellent
strength and quality of bone
well-creste-

well-arche-

over-refine-

war-tim-

JirhJ

fect.

Temper and Temperament Cause Domestic Mixup
IT ANSAS CITY. "Abroms and Johns," principals In a comedy playlet,
IV "When Hubby Realizes," greeted Judge Fred W. Coon In a North side court
Judge Coon smiled nppreclntlvely.
"It's nice of you to bring your sketch
down here," he said. "A friend told
me It v as a good act, and I was going
to see It at the theater tonight. Go
ahead, If you're ready."
NUT Win
"We're not ready, and we won't be,
ok WITH
and we didn't bring the sketch here,
and It isn't going to be at any theater
TIT ACT
any more," said W. R. Abrams, husband of Miss Johns.
"Absolutely," said Miss Johns.
A patrolman explained:
"She had him arrested after the
performance last night for peace dis
turbance."
"He has too much temperament," Miss Johns "said. "He beat me, and my
arms are black and blue, and my nerves- - wrecked from his brutal treatment."
"She has too much temper," said Abrams. ."I didn't beat her. The marks
on her arms are where I held her when she was trying to hit me with two
soda pop bottles. She bit me and pulled my hair."
Judge Coon asked them how long they had been married.
"Two years," Abrams said, "and we've been teaming' together In vaudeville eight years."
"You look like nice people," the court admonished, "and I've heard you
have a fine act. Better make up and go on with It There aren't any too
many good vaudeville sketches."
"No!" In unison. "We've canceled."
"Well, I'm going to continue this case," Judge Coon said. "Both of you
come back Friday and tell me you've made up."
They went away In different directions.

Bravery

Rewarded

by

Rehabilitation

Several years ago Thomas Butklewicz, Jr., was a
WILKES-BARRErespected lawyer In Luzerne county. He fell. Misappropriating
funds of some clients he was disbarred by the bar association. His troubles
multiplied. His young wife, a bride of
a year died. An infant son followed
xv-- v
AJ
nfv. her to the grave.
Broken In heart and spirit, Butkle- XL lHiX
I
wlcz turne t0 tne war- - He enlisted
A&yrt
T-- T
In the Seventy-firs- t
New York regiment and went to the Mexican border. When the regiment was mustered out he enlisted in the American
Red Cross for service In France.
Then he became a private In the American sanitary section. He was promoted to commander of his section.
September 24 he was cited for bravery, the official report saying: "In
March, 1017, in a dangerous section, during an attack, he assisted In extricating a great number of wounded on roads exposed to heavy enemy shell
fire under extremely dangerous conditions; also, upon the occupation of a
section recently conquered, he organized the carrying of the wounded under
a heavy bombardment of high explosive shells, with great mastery of command and firmness which Imparted to the men always the same confidence."
News of his brave actions under fire reached his former friends and
associates. A movement was set on ioot to honor him. Yesterday he was
reinstated to the bar on the petition of scores of lawyers.
The American sanitary section has been mustered out of service. But
klewlcz has been offered a commission as first lieutenant in the American
army.
FA.
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Misfortune

Due to Efforts

to Help His Friends

taken in the largest subscription for
the Liberty loan. It may develop Into
a pastime, if the interest and excitement in this kind of clothing keep up.
At the moment of writing, our government has not put an embargo on
the amount of material to be used In
each gown. Germany and France have
both done this, and those who are In
Paris say that the French dressmakers
have taken the keenest delight in following the decree. A quantity of material In a gown has never appealed
to a French designer, and with the government behind the elimination of fabrics, each of the gowns turned out this
year shows originality of conception
and treatment In achieving an artistic
result with a very few meters of cloth.
The French Silhouette.
A few of the American clothes
which were designed
before the
French silhouette was thoroughly accepted, have taken their place a little behind the front row of fashions
Here
because they look bunglesome.
Is the French silhouette as the
Americans have adopted It:
A slim underskirt made In one piece
that runs from the collarbone nearly
to the ankle In a street frock, and
from bust to within six Inches of the
ankle In an evening gown. It Is merely the skeleton of the gown, but on
It are draped the few remaining
yards of fabric that are allowed to
complete the work.
Therefore, It Is quite fashionable to
use transparent materlul for the afternoon and evening, In order to
slow the slim little slip beneuth.
It
Is not necessary that the transparent
fabric used over this slip should be
cut off to correspond.
It may rise
to the shoulders and drop to the Instep, and In that very alluring transparency, you get the East Indian efbest-dress-

h
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INDIVIDUAL IN HERD.

New York. Everything that was invented in clothes this year had a reason. Skirts are narrow because the
French government limited the use of
cloth to five meters. They are minus
fasteners because these accessories
e
acwere difficult to get and
tivities demanded a speedy method of
dressing, so frocks were made to go
over the bead and tie around the body
In a primitive fashion.
Certain dyes were exploited because
there were no . others to be had.
Fringed fabrics were Introduced be- -

counter-uppercut-

,

BOAR IS MOST IMPORTANT

Reason Behind
Each New 5tyle

CITIES

Soldier's

':

SPANISH-AMERICA-

The statement may be taken as authoritative that whatever gown haj

1ÉJ1
Leopard meets muskrat In this coat
made by Callot
It serves for the
street and the motor. The cap Is ar
ranged to match, with Its leopard skin
crown and Its upturned muskrat brim.
cause applied ornamentation was cost
ly and the supply was vastly decreased
from that of former days.
Immense top coats with Inter-lln- Ings were made by the dozens because
the French women were compelled to
walk through a lack of taxlcubs, and
the American women were supposed
to have started on a system of economy which would compel them to walk
Instead of paying money for taxis.
Voluminous peltry was applied to
all costumes because of the intense
cold on both continents last winter and
because of the scarcity of coal in Paris
lust January and the promise of It in

this country for this winter.
The Paris designers have given all
klndg of anecdotal reasons for their
gowns, and some of the American
dressmakers who are not given to el- thelr narrative or reasons for their
clothes, are repeating the French talk
In an Interesting way.
Most Dominant Fashion.
The most dominant fashion pro
duced this winter is the garment that
slips on over the head and has pieces
of the material to tie it Into place.
This Is quite as primitive as in days
when Mellsande lived, loved and died.
A year ago, the reporters who study
clothes intently and with an Inside
knowledge of scarcity of certain materials, prophesied that the near future would bring about women's
clothes that were fashioned to be ad- Justed without fasteners. France sent
up some trial balloons In gowns that
were cut In two pieces and tied
around the hips by a sash that was a
bit of the material of the front wUl&
and evidently these trial bu)loi0
proved that the air was safe for t$ty
sending out of dozens of such frocks.
The Americans have accepted them
In high glee.
It Is a novelty that
tickles the mind of the novelty-hun- t
ing American women. When you see
a group of fashionably dressed women eagerly talking and gesticulating,
pulling out pieces of a frock here and

This durable coat for winter nights
is of olive green velvet, with collar,
cuffs and hem of Russian fitch. It la
made on long, loose lines, like a cape,
with the front held Into the figure by a
band that passes around the back.

a gathered drop skirt is out of the
fashion. You may gather the top material, but the lining must be slim
and cut closely to the lines of the
figure, although it is not drawn in at
the waist
KNIT HAT OF SATIN RIBBON
One Hundred and Forty Yards Re
quired to Weld the Fascinating
Piece of Headgear Into Shape.

At the precise moment that the command Is issued to reduce the measurement of every new frock we are confronted with a hat which exacts no
less than 140 yards of ribbon, to make
it, says a Paris letter.
Just think of itl One hundred and
forty yards to fashion an amusing
fancy for resort.
It may be as well to add that the
ribbon chosen Is satin, as a rule, and It
Is knitted Into shape according to the
latest whim of Dame Fashion. These
hundred and forty yards of ribbon,
however, will not run the risk of compromising either the resources or the
future of our country, for many young
coquettes find amusement In welding
this fascinating type of headgear Into;
shape by their own agile fingers. For
sport and country wear the vogue for
crocheted or knitted hats, made either
In silk or wool, grows each day, and,
always evolved In the most "vivid
hues" possible, these affairs are made,
to harmonize with the Jersey or
sports coat and the scarf they accompany.

years oía, rormer tax
Benjamin C. Reed, slxty-eigtreasurer of Whitman, and widely known as "Honest Ben,"
terra in the house of correction after pleading guilty to the there and turning themselves around
began a two-yeas on a pivot, yon will realize that
lnrceny of town funds amounting to
they are each explaining to the other
125,000.
bow the frock Is adjusted without a
Reed made a remarkable state
hook and eye, without a button and
ment to Ihe court In pleading to the
without a loop.
charge. "I may have done wrong. I
Coat Suits Catch Fever.
realize It now and am willing to take
my punishment," he said. "I did the
The new coat suits have caught the
0
fever, and some of the best are adbest I could. Not one cent of the
In my defalcation has been ap
justed with merely a loop of military
propriated to my own use, but rather
braid run through a buttonhole and
tied back on itself.
to meet outstanding taxes which
threatened to expose my own peculiar
The smartest afternoon gowns have
Btyle of bookkeeping." The old man re
large buttonholes from neck to waist
lated that at the time of manipulating his accounts business was dull In through which are run pieces of braid
d
ribbon tying the two
Whitman and many of his friends were unable to pay their taxes on time. or
"I knew thnt If I pressed many of them who owed taxes," he went on, "It fronts together.
meant the loss of hundreds of homes and the wiping out of small bank acNo woman who likes puzzles and
Black Satin Bows.
counts. I collected money and applied It to the accounts of those who could who Is fond of trying out novel
A French model in black satin
not pay year after year and the two offices I held made It possible for me to schemes, can fall to be Interested In
transfer from one account to the other. Part of my Balary also was used for this game. She can wear a new gown snows Jaunty little bows of this macuffs that
this purpose."
with a new kind of fastening and crow terial at the turned-bacsleeves.
District Attorney Katzman admitted there was no evidence that Reed over her neighbors as though she had terminate the elbow-lengtused the money in any other way than he stated. He had been in office
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UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
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HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday
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and that government of the
people, by the people, for the
people, shall not peruh from
the earth. Linoola.
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Sec'y.

Rebekah Degree

y. p. s. c. E.

.
Myra 0. Defrkes, President
' Miss ullian Gkineh, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N, M every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
CATHOLIC
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Mass once each month at the
Evening each month
Catholic Church. Dates announcI. 0. O. F. Hall
N. G, ed in advance.
Grace W.Gibbs
Rev. Fr. Chateau,
Grace V. Ogden Secy.
Priest in charge.
Visiting Sisters welcome

4t
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If anyone Attempts to haul down
the American flag, ihoot him on the
pot John A Dlx.

R. C.

Wm. G. Johnson

trees;

"A

wel-

come.

33 T

ah

This nation, under God, ihiU

HERE'S

lusic tyñenry Grey

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

Your
at Christian Churcn.
presence is necessary.
F, É. IVEY Supt'

1

Methodist Episcopal Churcb
SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT

ESTRAY NOTICE
Taken up, on the L. E. Deubler
farm, Roy, N. M. An old brown
gelding, branded,- J- -0 on should
er, Owner please call, pay for
adv. and damages and take him
away.
L. E. Deubler.
,
Adv.
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Of thee
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Thy name X
Sweet freedom'
To Thee we
I learn will
View Sunday

O. W.

Land where my'

$ing;
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preach at
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thers died I Limd o
love .thy 'rocks and. rills, Thy woods and
I
Let' mor tal tongues a wake ; Let
all that
Long may our, land. be bright With frcedom'i

sing;

3 o'clock
Pleasant
Dec' 2. Everyone invited.

1st Sunday

at

11 A. M.
M

Mosquero,

Bradley, 7.00 P.

,

3d Sunday,

Bradley,

11 A.M.
7

P.M.

11

A.M.

Mosquero,

at Liberty,

2nd & 4th Sundays

Solano, 3, P.
K. L. MATTHEW, Pastor,

M.

BAPTIST

Second Sunday in each month.
LETTERS
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Roy, Mora Co. New Mexico,
CHRISTIAN
Oct. 23 1917,
The following is a lint of letters
remaining in the Post Office, at Services 2d Sunday, of each
Roy, New Mexico for more than
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
fourteen days prior to Oct. 23 4th Sunday of each month at
Geo. Craig
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Senor Jesus Chavez
the mornCommunion service-aGeo. H. Implemans
ing service.
Harry Adams
PLEASANT VIEW
T. P. Ervein
First Sunday each, Month at 3,
Eliza Gillian
p.m.
Fred Gundell
.
MILLS
Jose N. Lobata
Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
3rd
Walter Mattison
0. W. Hearn, Pastor.
Mary Wolford
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V. V. Nicholos
M. Adelena Montoya
V. V. Nicholos
J. R. Chipman

Trespass Notice
This is to warn all persons
cutting firewood
and all other forms of trespass
upon any of my ranches is positively forbidden by me and I
will prosecute any and all trespassers under Section 39, Statutes of New Mexico who are
found trespassing in any man-
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The alx)ve letters will remain
"ADVERTISED" for fourteen
days utid if uncalled for at the
end of that time, sume will be
sent to (he Division of Dead Let-
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A WOMAN'S

ner on any of my lands.
Albert, N. M.

tf.

For Sale

Dub-walt-

One Twin Indian Motorcycle
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
Call

Bay Mare

Jersey Cow
Typewriter
Walking Cultivator
5 hoe Grain Drill
Two Row Corn Planter
Cream Separator
23-3-

5

When you

Human After All.
"Do you find Inspiration In rendin?
the biographies of great men?"
"Ves, but I find more comfort In
reading their love letters published
after they are dead."
"Why so?"
"r.ernus!? It Is consoling to know that
great men h:tve been at times ns foolns we pool
ish and Inconsequent!
mortals who don't nmotint to u hill ol
beans."

Give Thanks

rifle

at residence,

8 miles south

of Roy N. M,

f.

.

Mrs. J. R. KELLEY.

Will ceil twenty

eiht

acres,
of Cress
Addition to the town of Mills.
Blocks 18 and 19 platted, balance
of 28 acres unplatted. All figured as acreage. Price $35.00 per
acre. Address S. E. Pelphiry
French. N. M.
"--

.

'"

---

Finjernall Statistics.

It has hern estimated
In n lifetime of 70

REMEMBER

by n scientist
yeers n man

grows nails which, If it Were posslb":-tpreserve iliem uneut, would reach
the length vf 7 feet 0 Inches.

answer to the nuimVr of times the
bird Is heard celling In her dream.
Invisible Asset
"So you are engaged t Ml.
nnythtn
iiusen. I'm wire I can't
She

fiiii!ie ciiu I nee It; but It's in th
ai: riht." Luatua Transcript

tuk,

Wm. G.

Johnson,

P. M.

Owing to delay in receiving
sawing outfit will not be able to
deliver wood for short time yet.
Upton Bros.

Use

(Don't Forget)
Every Saturday the new

Wii-lia-

Pebblestone Burr Mill will
grind your wheat, Corn, Maize
and Feterita for Feed, and will
also grind Corn Meal, Graham
Flour and Maize and Feterita
Meal for Breakfast Food.
Grain Toll for Grinding
Mill located at our farm 2 miles
east and 3 4 miles South of Roy
at Railroad Crossing. 5 miles
Northeast of Solano.
J. W. Gibson & Son.

As a general rule all yeu need to do

i. to adopt a diet suited to your age

Favorite Store!

There goes Mrs
First Broker
MeOkton's husband.
Second Broker Why do you refei
to him like that?
First Broker Because In the recenf
merger he lo3t his Identity.
Nature Study.
However fair tills world to me.
One fact there's no denying:
Clfse contuct wllh a bumble bee
la vory, very trylns.

Roy Trading
Company.
The Stcre thai BUYS YOUR PRODUCE"

IB

'I

Motherly Advice.

"Johnny." said the Cincinnati moth
i4,
'I wish you would quit using tha'.
ov, vulvar language."
replied 'Johnny
mother,"
"Why,
"Shakespeare snlj what I just said."
"Then you must quit associating wltl
"He's
him," said the good wojnan.
aot a fit companion for you."

h

r

(

J. B. LUSK
Attorney at Law
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me
NEW MEXICO

ROY

? SELLING OUT?
Then you will have a
PUBLIC SALE.
There's only one REAL Auc
the Country, Thats - -

Fon A Weak Stmach

How much of the
Feast came from your

LAND PLATS of ad kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land
Office Records,
MAPS. ;
Prompt "'Attention' "

Products tioneer in

Home-Grow- n

1

Oris horse Power.
Onn horse power U not what a horse
n
ni!. It Is n iiieelintilc.il unit oí
iHiwer I hat can raise IKS.OOO pouuds
one foot high per minute, or one pound
S3.Q00 feet high per minute.
Cuckoo Calls and Wedding Rings.
For n girl to dream of hearing the
cuckoo Is said to be a means whereby
she mny ascertain how mnny years-wilelapse before she will wear a wedding ring. The number of years will

When calling for above letters
please say "ADVERTISED."
One cent postage Due will be
collected on any of the above
letters delivered.

1--

-

Daily Thought.
Many delight more iu giving of pre
nta than In paying oS debta. Sir
Philip Sydney.

that

ON WALL STREET.

v

more or less, portion

-

ters, San Francisco California.

REASONING.

"Look at Mrs. Ollthers," mild Mr,
Dubwalto. "She is always well dressed.
UUthcrs doesn't ninko half us much
mmey ns I do, yet you say you have
ho'hing to wenr."
"That's just it," answered Mrs.
"You make twice as much
jioney its Mr. Ollthers does, and ni)
clothes re no better than Mrs. OHth
era' clothes. Any normally constitute!
woman In n case like that would feel
that she had nothing to wear."

T. E. MITCHELL,
41

C.N. ROARK
Clayton New Mex.

and occupation and to keep your bowels reguiar. when you feel that you
have eaten too much and when constipated, take one of Chamberlain's Tablets.

FOR SALE:- - All my Milk Cows

and Cream Separator. Also a
Ford Car. Iam offering a bargain in all this property. See
them at my ranch 3 miles west
of Solano, 8 miles down the
track from Roy,
Jack Mills, Solano, N. M.

For Sale

Col F. O. WHITE
His address is MILLS N.
You can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
n
Office. Roy,
New Mexico.
Spanish-America-

I can loan you money on
final receipt as easy as on

your
your

patent or warranty deed and
your mortgage need not bear but
6 percent interest. Come in and
let us talk to you about your
loan.

J. E. Wildman, Loan and

In-

surance Agency. ' Office at residence north end Chicosa St, '
.

Rov. N. M.

Plenty ot mony to loan on
real estate. . 9 percent - long
time. .
J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.
An Old Man's Stomach
As we grow older and less active,
less and less food Is required ;to meet
ihe demands of our bodies.
If too
much is habitually taken, the stomach
will rebel, when a man reaches the ad'
vanced age qf 85 or 90, you will rind
that he is a light eater. Be as careful
as you will, however, you will occasionally eat more than you should and will
feel the need of Chamberlain's Tablet
to correct the disorder. These tableta
do not contain pepsin, but strenghten

twenty very nice dairy
I will sell on time
that
refers
good security.
with
to parties
the stomach and enable it to perform
Act quick.
!tI have

C. C. Woods,

Yankee, N, M.

functions naturally.

cause u gentle movement

They

of the

also

bow-o-

h.

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS

BANK
ROY,

.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

oy Garage

Officers &. Stockholders
II. B. Jones, President
lsi National Bank, Tucumcan,
C. L.

Justiee,

N, M.

and LIVERY

Cnsliier

.

4"

RfinSXÍr Wnrlr
'

C. E. Mc Ginnis,

"

Mr

Attorney
&

Springer

R O Y,

New Méx.

at

Jan. 10th l'U6 made ad.-'SW1-Ni.
for
SE1- NWJ Sec. 25 Twn. 20N. Ki'g :E N.M.
P Meridian, has led nulicc of Intention to make Three Yea rl'rocf, to estab
lih claim to the land above
lefore Stanley A.
V. S.
at hisoHIre in W'nv'rn I.Iound
025G21

Wi-SE-

11

Cotn-mMon- er

Niw Mexico, on Dec. IS, 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
Julian Callegos Ezeqniel Gallegos
Ignacio Valdez Marctlino Ulibarri
All of Roy New Mexico
FRANCISCO DELGADO

Clayton, New Mexico
Nov. 14 1917

2 8

L

L

before K H Foster U S Com'r nt
Uoy;N.N. on the26thdayof Nov. 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
Farl Cable
John Diggnesa
Webb Kidd
Geo. H. Ray
All of Roy New Mexico.
PAZ VALVKRDE.

All of Solano New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,

mm

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

Register.

2

Notice for Republication

Depinmení

11-2-

f

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and

Patent Medicines

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles
and
SiMCinth

Color

fammil lin.
of "Ratiffmf" Bicycle, nhown in full color In our bie new Catalogue lost off Ihrproa. There
) others, also, showu at price
(
ere eiehty-thrc- e
mutwe from 911, J Bf 91H,10t 91a. I a
up. There Is a MEAO Birvcle for mvory rider, at a price made pouible only by our
FACTOR
talcs plan.
bot w1 TODYfor this newCatalojueof "Ranirer,'Mcycle,
CCUn lift
Sundries at vrict to low they will asttmUh you. Alto,
nU IlñMSV
Timaucl
MvStkl
full partlculnrtof our grent newofler to deliver to you all charaei jntpatit your choiceof any
of the 94 kindiof "RANGER" Bicycles you may aelect. for OJVJS ilDNTirS FREE TRIAL.
This wonderful offer it ahmilutelj iK'iiiilK. Nocne criticises your choice if it's "JUnger" the
most popular, largest sellin? Bicycle iu the country.

dCni!

TIRES, LAMPS, Bali.

.

ttYiXlzfálZ

t'p-Whe- sls

the Repair Pnrts and Combinntion Offers for
in Bicycle equipment and Sundries,' as well
refitting your old Bicycle all shown fully Illustrated, at HAW USUAL PRICES. Our snr
Bicycle
bynny
ever
concern. Even if you do not need a sew
issued
Catalogue is the lamest
Bicycle now. or Repnir Parts, Tires, etc. for your old Bicycle, you need this Catalogue to tell y OH
you
pay
buy.
you
when
should
do
the prices

d IVllJTrn
ilAlllLU

frinCQ RfiCMTC

llluLIt

WewartattderApHneverynelehborhoodtorlde

and exhibit the new 'RAXOER." You can .elect the
ftUl.ll I
particular style suited to your own needs. Boys and young men in all parts of the coantry are
riding "Rangers" aud taking orders from their friends. They make a good commission on every
snle and so can you. Our greut output, perfected niethods aud machinery enable us to sell
"Quality" Bicycles at pnces below all competitors.
MOTORCYCLE AND AÜTOM03ILB SUPPLIES. Our big. new Catalogue also gives large
pace to these lines nt lowest prices. Thousand of our "Bicycle" customersof a generation ago
re now buying their "Auto" Sundries cf u, because they know "Mead" quulity and prices are
always right.
WRITE US TOPAY. Do not delay. A postal request at a cost of one c.nl will bring yon the
big catalogue. 1)0 NOT ti 'JY until you get it und our wondcrjul new offers and prices.

L. MEAD CYCLE CO.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

Household Economics.

few blind men.

The experts declare that If a lot
How Many Do You Eat?
3f potatoes is not uniform It Is often
yorth while to sort them and use the
An expert In statistics has calculated
targe ones with roast meats or at Jiat a woman marrying nt twenty, and
other times when the oven need not Miring for a family of four children
will peel no
be specinlly heated aud save the .small intil she Is forty-fivones for times when quick cooking Is !cwer than 83,000 potatoes for home
more convenient.

C. U.

Stbono, County Treasurer

Tost J.

w

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.
Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being:
Lstraightened out and we are also prepared!
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

Tin
C'vM

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
All Matters

entrusted to us dispatched with Promptness and Accurcr
Your Business Kespeotfully Solicited

.

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

't

h?at.

Indianapolis Star.

The Southwestern
Hotel

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

Refitted and Refurnished thruout

Rooms 50c, 75c & $1.00
MEALS Served at
The Home Restaurant
'J.F.ARNETT

SEJ-SWJ- ,

J:

L

(

,

PHONE at Springer.

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
and intermediate points.
Lines connected.
'Roy City Exchange,
Eilictent Service- Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

.

Short Orders
Prop'r.

on Dec

M

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.

Swl-Svv-

J,

SE1-SE-

J,

tamake three Year Proof, to establisl

JACK P. MILLS J
U. . Commissioner
Fillings, Proofs and all
land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.
Prompt Attention

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

claim to the land above described, be
fore F. H. Foster U S Commissionei
at Roy N. M. on Jan. 16 191H.
Haimant names as witnesses:
'
w II Guthmnn
H M Wtst
Clarence Lefl'ler
a J Smith

ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior.
All of Roy N. M,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Nov. 7, 1917.
"C" Jan. 9, 11117
Paz Valvérde,
Notice
given
is
hereby
directas
that,
Register
Office at Solano, New Nexico.
ed by the Commissioner of the Genera
Land ollice, under provisions of Sec
245ó, R. S., pursuant to the applicatior
Pure Blood Poultry.
of Lizzie K Mitchell, of Hoy, NM.
White and Barred Plj mouth Serial No. 021453. we will offer at
Pure
Rocks,
Rhode Island Reds, public sale, to the highest bidder, but
UNSWEETENED
EVAPORATED
Black Minorcas, and Silver Cam-pine- s. at not less than $3 00 per acre, nt li
o'clock A. M. on the ltithday of Jan.
Milk
Goat
Buy your roosters while
1918 next at this office, the following
The Incomparable Baby Food
they are cheap.
tract of land; NEJ-SSec 6' T 1!)N
The Perfect Food for Invalids
Work, wondrn ! rnlorlng health to IhoM J
Solano Poultry Farm,
R 2ii E N M M
ufrenng vrilh tub.rcuo.ia or .lom.rn
The sale will not be kept open, bu'
trouble. fotivelrHtlwtttiepraoiem
Solano, N. Mex.
of iDLntile m.ioulriltua.
will be declared closed when those
AT LIADINO DRUOOIST
paesent at the hour named haveceasee
Put tip In
Tin.
Mrs P o
Writes bidding. The person making" the liiffh uinrkiAMKl RnAT.kii u n
est bid will be requered to immediately
"When my son Ellis was sick with pay to
the Receiver the amount thereFor Sale.
a cold last winter I gave him Cham
:
r
of
berlain's Cough Remedy. It helped hiu
Any persons, claiming adversely the
I hi ve a ford c r j o d i s new,
at once and quickly broke up his cold, above described land are advised to
writes Mrí. P. O. Stuchell, Homer City lile their claims, or objections, on
for
sale, would also like to buy a
or
Pa. This remedy has been in nse for
medium size second hand Avery
before the time designated for sale
many yeais. Its good qualiiies hav
PAZ VALVERDE
tractor.
fully proven by many thousands i f
...
Register
W. C. Yarbrough
people. It is pleasant and safe to take
; Route A Roy N. M.

Silthell

14 I! 17

Claimant name3 as witnesses:
George Perry of Solano N. M.
L. N, Deweese
J. M. Coi dell
Andres Trujillo of Mosquero N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Nov. 14. 19Í7
Notice is hereby given that Vealns
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
P Haltermarj of Roy N, M. who or
Dec 27 1910 and Add'l Nov 18 1U1E Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
made HE Nos 012")9(i and Add'l 02123(
Oct. 17 1917
for
Sec 27 anc
L
of Section 28 Notice is hereby given that
Township. ".9.V. Range 2blC, N. M. P rred Sisson of Roy N M wlmcn July
Meridian, has filed notice of intentior 201914 made HE No CW2II for SEi-NE- J,

,

J.F.ARNETT

Regular Meals

Notice is hereby given that
Maragarito Sandoval of Gallegos New
Mex. who on June 0& Nov 21 191S food results."
made HE. Nos. 0160711 and A dd'l 010971
SWi-SE- j
forWi-SWSec.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NEi-SW- J
SWi-SEDepartment of the Interior, U. S. Land
24andNJ-SEi- ,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Section 23 Township 17N Range 29E
Oct. 17 li 17.
NMP Meridian has filed notice of inis
Notice
hereby
given
that
threu
year
to
pro:.f,
tention to make
Walter Hill of MoSUeio Ntw Vex,
establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster l S. vho en July 23rd 1913 made H. E. Nos.
Commissioner,
at bin office at Roy '15538 and015571 foi SE1; Lots 5.6 Sec
?, Lots 1, 2
S.7 T, 18N. R. 28E. N.M.
M M
on the 14th day of Jan. 1918.
P. Meridian, ha3 filed notice of intensClaimant names as witnesses:
ion to make
Ihice Year Proof,
Higinio Sandoval
Cre.'encio Montz
to
establish claim to the land above
Manuel Martinez
J Inez Montano
All of Gallegos, New Mexico
described before F H Foster U S
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

ROY, N. M.

E

;roup
frequently.
Chamberlain's
Jough Remedy always broke i.p these
ittacks Iuimcdsately, and 1 was never
vithout it in the house. I have "taken
t myself for coughs and colds with

Clayton,
N. M.
- .. Nov. 14 1917

12-2-

Now under Management of

Roy, New Mexico

at

12-2- 2

Office and Exchange,

111.,

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office

e

Mrs, Rose Middleton, of Greenville,
has had experience in .the treat
ment of this disease. She fays "When
my children were small my son had

Register

2

NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION

Taylor, jr.. Assrtacto

MORA ABSTRACT, COMPANY
'Mora, New Mexico

Oklahoma Farm to Trala
For Stock
l

Certain

PAZ VALVERDE

ISO.

Eliminate; the Heat
The Difference.
By using two slightly separated
Everything depends upon a viewpoint. When you play a good one on lenses and passing a cunrent of air
the other fellow It Is a fine example between them a French scientist has
of a practical Joke, but when he gets succeeded In freeing the high power
of motion picture projectors frota
back at you it Is a bloomln' outrage.

1917,

that

n Nov 3 1910 & Aug 10 1914 made HE
Farm of 40 acres in Deweyv
Nos. 012353 and 018288 for E Secfrorpi
tion 15 Townspip 21 N Range 31E. County, Oklahoma, 5 miles
M, M. P. Meridian has filed notice of Oakwood, on Gulf & Orient, Ry.
intention to make three-yea- r
proof 25 acres farm land balance heav
to establish claim to the land above timber well fenced, good builddescribed before Register & Receiver ings and
well. Will sell or trade
Clayton N M 16th day of Jan 1918.
for good team and milk cows,
Claimant names as witnesses:
inquire at S-office
Francisquito Garcia
Tobias Cruz
Dociderio Lujan
Alejandro Garcia
All of Bueyeros N M
Cuee For Croui-12-2-

She Was Shy.

Thrift Thought
Morton, while
tho ten-ceGet the thrift habit tho broad thrift (tore,
for tverthlng he saw.
bossed
habit, now; practice It thoughtfully; )i:t after being refused said: "Mother,
waste uot tho little things ; find the Joy vhy are you so bashful with your
that a growing bank account brings; Ojiiw?"
Invest your savings safely and profitably ; remember tomorrow but forget
Few Mendicants.
not today; spend for the things that
Though the city of Panamo is a cosInst and find the secret ot the broader
thrift thnt makes for better living. It mopolitan place, practically very rae
being represented In Its 60,000 lnh.Vrji-fimtId the only thrift worth' while'.
there are no begenrs ezcept a

17,

Julian Aragón of Bueyeros N, M. who

Perod icals and Stationery

(04) Styles

Nov.

NOTICE is hereby given

'

Register

.

4

Odice at Clayton New Mexico,

Elinety-Fa- ar

SEJ-NW- 1,

WJ-SK-

12-2-

Yesr Choice of

Also
)!. E. No

on

NOTICE tOK PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U S Land
Office

Kar.ue

W

Interest Paid on Time Depesits.

J.

Sec-lio-

31 Township 20.

--

Total Resources,
$175,000.00

lit

SEJ-SE-

Registei.
Notice is hereby given that
Cyrus W. B. Leatherman of Solano, N. M
NOTICE rOK PUBLICATION.
who on Aug. 18 1914 made HB No 018324
WJ-SforNEJSecl4wJ-NW- i
Seo 13 Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Twp.18NRng.27E NMP. Meridian has
Office at Clayton. New Mexico,
Oct. 16, 1H17
tiled notice of intention to Make three
Notice is hereby given that George
ear proof, to establish claim to the
C. Lamb of Rey N. M. who on April
land above described, before F.
II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his 16 1914 wade HE No. (117761 for Swi-SWSeo 27
office at Roy, N. M. on . Jan 17 1918
EJ
J
Sec 34 Twp 2oN Kng25E
Claimant names as witnesses:
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Andres
Trujillo
John Beckm'an
intention to make three Year proof to
George Perry
John Bowman
establish claim to the land described,

Davenport Bro's.proprietor,

S. Floersheim,

Pres. Floeibheim Mercantile Co. Roy

h

Expert Mechanic,
üASOLINE STA.

at Santa Fe N. Mex.
Oct, si iui i :

Notice is hereby given that Amadeo
Ulibarri of Wagon Mound N.M who.
on Sept. 1 1914 made II. K. No. (21161
Sec. 25, T. 20N. R.
and
Lot 4 See. at), and Lots 1 und 2
n

'

12 22

A
DniAH
at,
ICS,
ihcaouiiauit; iva

1st National Dank, Amarillo, Texas.

Office

All of Solano New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Kegister

Cars Housed and Cared for

Scott, Assistant Cashier
W. II. Fuqua,
C. R.

Pros.

I

Department of the Interior U. S. Land

wj-SE- i,

L

NEW MEX.

Pres.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U.S. Land
Office at Clayton New Mexico
Nov. 14, 1917
Notice is hereby given that David
De Jesus Masdarenas of Solano N. M.
who on Sept 24 1912 made HE No 015032
SKJ-Sfor SW1-NESec.
6 Township 19 north Range 27 east
N M P Meridian, has filed notice of in
tention to make Three Year Proof, tc
establish claim to the land ahovt
lescribed, before W. II. Willcox, U. S.
Coinr. at Roy, N. M. on the 14th dot
of Jan. 1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
Antonio Mascarenas
Jose Garcia
Pedro T. Montoya
Lee West

WtSEMAMH--

i.

r

22

NEJ-SEJSe-

NWJ-S-

andSWJ-NW-

i,

Section 23 Town

EJ-N-

ship 19N ltange 26E NMPMeridinnha
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three year proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
H Foster
U S
Commissioner
office at Roy, N. M., on Ltc, 15th 1917
.

Claimant names as witnesses:
W. H. Guthman
Clarence Leffler
H. M, West
Jack Smith
Al! of Roy, New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

NOTICE FUR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe New Mexico
Oct. 31 1917.
Notice is hereby given that
Rafael Crespin.of Sabinoso, N. M. who
on April 22, 1914 made H. K. No. 020979
for
J
Sec. 24 NEi-NSection. 23 Twp. 17N. Rng. 24E
N. M. P Meridian, has filed notice of
NWJ-NW-

i;

EJ

intention to make three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described before F. H. Foster U. S.

at

Comr.
Dec.

19,

Roy,

New Mexico,

oa

1917

Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Lujan
Juan Luja
Julio Martinez Jose Ignacio Lujan
All of Sabinoso New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
12-1- 5

'

:

Register

I

THt
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HEART OF THE

DESERVEDLY

COL. GARDNER

By Rex Beach
Copyright by Harper
CHAPTER

XIX.

Continued.

19

Blaze took the speaker by the shoulder and faced him about "Look here,"
laid he, "I'm beglnnln' to get wise to
you. I believe you're the man In the
case." When Dave uoddcd, he vented
his amazement In a leog whistle. After
t moment he asked, "Well, why did you
want me to cora here alone, ahead of

The woman of his desires was yonder, where those colors warred, and
she was mantled In red and gold and
purple for bis coming. The thought
aroused him ; he felt only a throbbing
eagerness to see her and to take her
la his arms once more before the end.
With his head high and his face
agleam, he rode Into the west Into the
heart of the sunset

Ool. Augustus P. Gardner, formerly representative In congress from the

Sixth Massachusetts district, and the

a thousand things to tell you, things of words, he hurried on : "You must parthe greatest importance. They have don my Impetuosity, but I am a man of
been upon my tongue for hours, but tremendous force, and my life moves
now that I behold you I grow drunk swlftiy. I am not shackled by convenwith delight and my lips frame nothing tions they are less than nothing to
but words of admiration for your me. If It seems to you that my eagerbeauty. So I feast my eyes." He re- ness carries me away, remember that
tained his warm clasp of her fingers, war is upon us and that affairs of moseeming to envelop her uncomfortably ment press me so that I am compelled
with his ardor.
to move like the lightning. With me,
"What is It you have to teU me?" she señora, a day Is a year. The past Is
gone, the present Is here, the future
asked him, withdrawing her hand.
"Well, I hardly know where to begin rushes forward to meet us."
"Indeed, 'you forget yourself," she
events have moved so swiftly, and
such Incredible things have happened. said, warmly. Then, changing her tone:
Even now I am In a daze, for history "I too must act quickly. I must go
Is being mode every hour history for back at once."
"Oh, but I have told you only a pirt
Mexico, .for you, and for me. I bring
you good news and bad news; some- of what 1 came to say."
"Surely tho rest' can wait" Her
thing to startle you and set your brain
In- - a whirl.
I planned to send a mes- voice was vibrant with contempt "I'm
senger ahead of me, and then I said:
'No, this Is a crisis; therefore no
tongue but mine shall apprise her, no
hand but mine shall comfort her. Only
a coward shrinks from the unpleasant ;

,

1

news-beare-

.

.

I

2

one-tim-

1

After making an effort for two
years, apparently without much suc
cess, to awaken the country to its unpreparedness for war, Colonel Gardner
upon the outbreak of hostilities with Germany, resigned as representative
and offered his services to the war department
Having seen service in the
war and having devoted
years of his life to a study of military affairs, the colonel was no novice in
military matters. Mr. Baker, the secretary of war, recognized at once the
advantages of Colonel Gardner being in active service, by giving him a coloSpanish-America-

n

nel's commission.
For a "down East Yankee" to come right Into the very heart of the South
with a division of 27,000 men, composed of real Southerners, and to make
friends with all the officers and men, and at the same time with the residents
of Macon, Is no easy task. But the colonel has done all this and more. He is
not only the friend of the soldiers and the Macon people, but he is the idol of
the newspaper men "covering" the camp.

HEAD OF ARMY TRANSPORTATION
The subject of army transportation Is so vast that in this article pnly
transportation by rail can be considered. This Is the backbone of our
modern transportation system, yet it
dates no further back In army history

single-hande-

1

man who started the preparedness
movement In congress, Is the adjutant
general of the Thirty-firs- t
division, National Guard, now at Camp Wheeler,
Ga., six miles from Macon. This division, now commanded by Brig. Gen.
J. L. Hoyden, In the absence of Maj.
Gen. F. L. Kernan, Is composed of the
National Guard forces of Georgia,
Florida- - and Alabama.
e
A
Massachusetts member
of congress as one of the ranking officers in a strictly Southern division la
a rather unique situation, but Colonel
Gardner Is one of the most popular
officers in the camp. He Is held in the
highest esteem by all the National
Guard officers and especially by the
residents of Macon.

tt Brothers

the others V
CHAPTER XX.
"Because I want you to know the
whole Inside of this thing so that you
can get busy when I'm gone; because I
La Feria.
want to borrow what money you
"What's this I hear about warr Dohave "
lores Inquired of her mistress, a few
"What you almln' to pull off?" Blaze days after their arrival at La Feria.
Inquired, suspiciously.
"They tell me that Mexico Is Invaded
"I'm going to find her and bring her and that the American soldiers have
out"
already killed more than a thousand
"Tout Why, Dave, you can't get women and children."
through. This Is a job for the sol"Who tells you this?" Alnire asked.
men everybody,"
diers."
Dolores
"The
But Dave hardly seemed to hear him. waved a hand In the direction of the
"You must start things moving at other ranch buildings. "Our people are
once," he said, urgently. "Spread the buzzing like bees with the news, and,
news, get the story Into the papers, of course, no one cares to work when I shall lighten her distress and awaken
notify the authorities. Get every In- the Americans are coming."
In her breast new hope, new happifluence at work, from here to head"I shall have to put an end to such ness "
quarters; get your senator and the talk."
"Whnt do you mean?" Alalre ingovernor of the state at work. Ells"This morning the word came that quired, sharply. "You say you bring
worth will help you. And now give the revolution is ended and that the bad news?"
me your last dollar."
soldiers of both parties are uniting to
The general nodded. "In a way, terBlaze emptied his pockets, shaking fight for their líbenles. They say the rible, shocking! And yet I look behis shaggy head the while. "La Feria gringos are killing all the old people
yond the Immediate and see in It a
Is a hundred and fifty miles In," be re- everyone, in fact exccjrt the girls,
blessing.
So must you. To we It
monstrated.
whom they take with them. Already spells the promise of my unspoken
yes.
But It's they have begun the most horrible longings, my whispered prayers." Not"By rail from Pueblo,
barely a hundred, straight from here." practices. Why, at Espinal" Dolores' ing his hearer's growing bewilderment
"You ain't got a chance,
eyes were round "would you believe he laid a hand familiarly upon her
You're crazy to try It"
It? those Yankee soldiers ate a baby I arm. "No matter how I tell you, It will
Dave turned a sick, colorless face to They roasted the little dear like a be a blow, for death is always sudhis friend. "They'll carve a stone for cabrito and ate It I I tell you, It makes den ; Itgilways finds us unprepared."
Longorlo If I do get through," lie wild talk among the peladora."
"Death? Who is dead?"
called to Montrosa, and the mare came
"Do you believe such stories?"
"Restrain yourself. Allow for my
to him, holding her head to one side Alalre Inquired, with some amusement
clumsiness."
dragging
not altogether. But, all the
"Um-so as not to tread upon her
"Who? Please tell me I"
same, I think It is time we were going
reins.
"Someone very close to you and very
"I'm 'most tempted to go with you," home."
dear to you at one time. My knowlBlaze stammered uncertainly.
"This Is home, for me, Dolores."
edge
of your long unhappiness alone
"Yes, but now that war"
"No. Somebody has to stay here and
me courage to speak."
"There Isn't any war, and there gives
stir things up. If we had twenty men
raised her fluttering fingers to
Alalre
you
any.
are
way
In and won't be
However, If
like you we might cut our
; her eyes were wide as she
out but there's no time to organize, nervous Til send you back to Las Pal-m- her throat
said: "You don't mean Mr. Austin?"
at once."
and, anyhow, the government would
Longorlo scrutinized her
"Yes."
"Glory of God I It would be the end
probably stop us. Tve got a hunch
the effect of
that Til make It If I don't why, It's of me. These Mexicans would recog- closely, as If to measureyou
are free 1"
nize me instantly as an American, for his disclosure. "Señora,
all right"
exclamaa
breathless
uttered
,
Alalre
lingering-lyappearance
and the culture.
The two men shook hands
I have the
Inawkwardly ; then Blaze managed to You can Imagine what .would happen tion ; then, feeling his gaze burning
away, but not before he
wish his friend luck. "If you don't to me. They would tear me from the to her, turned
pallor, the
come back," be said, with a peculiar train. It was nothing except General had noted her sudden
Hps.
catch in his voice, "I reckon there's Longorlo'a soldiers that brought us blanching of her
unexpected
announcement
This
safely through from Neuvo Pueblo."
, enough good Texans left to follow your
her thoughts
scattered
dazed
her;
it
upglad
I'm
Insisted
"Then
he
that
trail. I'll sure look forward to it"
Dave took the river bank to Sangre on sending them with us. Now tell the and robbed her of words, but just what
to put no faith In these her dominant emotion was at the mode Cristo, where, by means of the di- ranch-hand- s
Once her first
Mexican
ridiculous
stories.
If they wish the ment she could not tell. however,
lapidated ferry, he gained the
passed,
once
had
giddiness
side. Once across, he rode straight up truth let them ask General Longorlo;
borne In upon her, she
toward the village of Romero. When he will be here today and quiet their the truth had
found that she felt no keen anguish,
challenged by an undersized soldier fears."
"You think he Intends to pay us for and certainly no impulse to weep.
he merely spurred Montroso forward,
Rather she experienced a vague horror,
eying the sentry so grimly that the our cattle
isuch as the death of an acquaintance
"Yes."
rifle
finger
man did no more than
his
Dolores pondered a moment "Well, or of a familiar relative might evoke.
uncertainly, cursing under his breath
Ed
been anything but a true husthe overbearing airs of all gringos. Nor perhaps he does it is not his money. band,had
and
her feeling now was more
Mex
give
all
matter,
slightwould
For
he
that
to
did the rider trouble
make the
memory
of the man he had
for
the
love
you
asked It Tsel His
est detour, but cantered the full length ico if
been, for the boy she had known and
of Romero's dusty street the target of consumes him like a fever."
Alalre stirred uneasily; then she loved, than for the man whose name
more than one pair of hostile eyes. To
she bore.
those who saw him, soldiers and civil- rose and went to an open window,
So be was gone and, Longorlo said,
ians alike, It was evident that this which looked out Into the tiny patio
stranger bad business, and no one felt with Its trickling fountain and its rank, she was free. It meant much. Sbi
moment
called upon to question Its nature. untended plants. "Why do you insist realized dimly that in this one
her whole life had changed. She had
There re men who carry an air more
never thought of this way out of her
potent than a bodyguard, and Dave
embarrassments; she had been preLaw was one of these. Before the vilpared, In fact for anything except this.
lage had thoroughly awakened to his
Dead I It was deplorable, for Ed was
coming be was gone, without a glance
young.
Once the first shock had passed
to the right or left, without a word to
away, she became conscious of a deep
anyone.
pity for the man, and a complete forWhen Romero was at bis back he
giveness for the misery he had caused
rode for a mile or two through a region
r,
her. After a time she faced the
of tiny scattered farms and neglected
and in a strained voice ingarden patches, after which he came
quired :
For all the
out into the mesqulte.
"How did it happen? Was it besigns be saw, he might then have been
cause of me?"
In the heart of a foreign country. Mex"No, no! Rest your mind on that
ico had swallowed him.
score. Seel I understand your conAs the afternoon heat subsided, Montcern and I share your Intimate
rosa let herself out Into a freer gait
thoughts. No, It was an accident orand began to cover the distance rapiddained by God. His end wai the result
ly, heading due west through a land
of his own folly, a gunshot wound
of cactub and dagger, ' of thorn end
while he was drunk, I believe. Now
barb and bramble.
you will understand why I said that I
The roads were unfenced, the meabore tidings both good and evil, and
dows desolate ; the huts were frequentwhy I, of ail people, should be the one
ly untenanted. Ahead the sky burned
to impart them."
splendidly, and the sunset grew more
Alalre turned questioning eyes upon
brilliant, more dazzling, until It glorihim,
as If to fathom his meaning, and
fied the whole mean, thirsty, cruel
he answered her with his brilliant
countryside.
smile. Falling to evoke a response, he
Dave's eyes were set upon that riot
went on :
blazing
colors, but for the time It
of
"What's This I Hear About Warr
"Ever since I heard of it I have refailed to thrill him. In that welter of
changing hues and tints he saw only that he loves me?' she asked. "All peated over and ever again, Tt is a
red. Red I That was the color of Mexicans are gallant and pay absurd miracle ; it Is the will of God.' Come,
Mood; It stood for passion, lust, vio- compliments. It's Just a way they have. then, we. know each other so well that
lence; and It wns a fitting badge of He has never spoken a word that could we may speak frankly. Let us be honcolor for this lai d of revolutions and give offense." As Dolores said noth- est and pretend to no counterfeit emoing, she went on, hesitatingly, "I can't tions. Let us recognize In this only
alarms. At first he saw little else
except the hint of black despair to fol- very well refuse to See him, for I don't your deliverance and the certainty of
low. But there was gold In the sunset possess even a receipt to show that he that blessed happiness which divine
providence offers us both."
too the yellow gold of ransom t That took those cattle."
"Both?" she repeated, dully.
was Mexico red and yellow, blood and
"Oh, you must not offend him," Do"Need I bepjainer? You know my
gold, lust and license. Once the rider's lores agreed, hastily, "or we'd never
fancy began to work In this fashion, it leave Mexico alive." With which cheer- heart You have read me. You underwould not rest, and as the sunset grew ing announcement the housekeeper stand how I have throttled my longtn splendor he found in it richer mean- heaved a deep sigh and went about her ings and remained mute while all my
"
being called to you."
ings. Red was the color of a woman's duties with a gloomy face.
Longorlo arrived that afternoon, and
lips yes, and a woman's hair. The
Alalre withdrew a step, and her
deepening blue of the high sky over- Alalre received him In the great naked cheeks colored with anger. "General I"
load was the, hue of a certain woman's living room of the hacienda, with her she exclaimed, with some difficulty, "I
eyes. , A warm, soft breeze out Of the best attempt at formality. But her am amazed. This is no time" Her
vest beat Into bis face, and he remerri-- t coolness served not In the least to chill Indignation rose with the sound of her
rred how warm and soft AlatrVt his fervor.
own voice, causing her to stammer.
Tenth hud been upon his chek.
"Señora," se cried, eagerly, "I have
Taking advantage of her loss of

r

POPULAR

than the time of the Crimean war.
The army officer now ill charge of
transportation, Brig. Gen Chauncey
1 VN.
fill
I
B. Raker, became deeply Impressed
Dftít.Tí'
with tbfr Importance of this branch of
the service during the
war, when he was chief quartermaster of the Second division of the
Seventh Army corps and acting chief
"Death? Who Is Dead?"
quartermaster of the Seventh Army
in no condition to listen to anything corps. He has served three times in
'
placing the army In foreign territory
.
else."
But Longorlo insisted. "Walt! It is twice in Cuba and once In Vera Cruz
and last summer served as senior
Impossible for you to leave here."
member in charge of the American
Alalre stared at him Incredulously.
"It is true. Mexico Is a seething cal- military mission to France and Eng!
dron of hate ; the country is convulsed. land.
struggled
against inertia,
He
has
you."
would
for
be
unsafe
It
"Do you mean to say that war has and sometimes opposition, during almost 20 years of peace to bring this
branch of the service to a point where It would readily be made effective in
been declared?"
time of war.
"Practically."
It must be remembered that this enormous work, including the transpor"What? You are telling me the
truth?" A moment, then Alalre con- tation of material and the mobilization of troops, is taking place without the
tinued, more calmly, "If that Is so, suspension of commercial traffic and practically without inconvenience to the
there Is all the more reason why I public.
should lose no time."
"Listen I" The general was deeply
in earnest "You have no conception
ITALIAN PREMIER HAS HARD TASK
of the chaos out there." He waved a
comprehensive gesture. "If the explosion has not come, it will come within
Orlando, the new Italian premier,
a few hours. That is why I flew to
Is by no means the strongest man in
your side. Battleships are hurrying tothe country. His cabinet record as
ward our const, troops are massing
minister of the interior was not reasagainst our border, and Mexico has
suring from the point of view of those
risen like one man. The people are In
who want to subordinate everything
a frenzy ; they are out of bounds ; there
to the winning of the war. He did not
Is sack and pillage In the cities. Amerihandle the food supply situation with
cans are objects of violence everyvery great success, and he lacked force
where and the peons are frantic." He
in dealing with pacifists, socialists, and
paused impressively. "We face the
the German propagandists.
greatest upheaval of history."
But at the present moment there
de"Then why are you here?" Alalre
Is all the reassurance that is needed
manded. "This Is no place for you at
in the fact that Sonnlno is to stay in
such a moment"
the cabinet as minister of foreign afLongorlo came closer to ber, and his
fairs. Sonnlno is the strongest man
voice trembled as he said : "Angel of
In Italy and the most Inflexible. He
my soul, my place is at your side."
Is for everything that will make for
Again she recoiled, but with a fervor
success for the armies and bitterly
he had never dared display he rushed
opposed to anything that looks to a
on heedlessly. "I have told you I
discontinuance of the fighting until
barken only to my heart ; that for one
Germany and Austria are defeated.
smile from you I would behead myself ;
He would not stay in the new Orthat for your favor I would betray my
lando cabinet unless he was sure of
fatherland ; that for your kiss I would
face damnation. Well, I am here at the policy of its chief. With all his strength and greatness, Sonnlno himself
your side. The deluge comes, but you Is not the best man for the premiership. He Is not flexible enough. He canshall be unharmed," He would not per- not compromise and cajole and trim to meet the requirements of dealing with
mit her to check him, crying : "Walt I the present queerly constituted chamber of deputies. Sonnlno was premier
You must hear me through, señora, so in 1906 and again in 1010. Each time his power continued for only about
that you may comprehend fully why 1 three months. He would fall again In the present situation, and then the
am forced to speak at this time. Out country would lose him not only as premier but as foreign minister, in which
of this coming struggle I shall emerge office he is indispensable.
a heroic figure. Now that Mexico
unites, she will triumph, and of all her
victorious sons the name of Luis LonGREAT SOUTH AFRICAN STATESMAN
gorlo will be sung the loudest, for upon
him more than upon any other depends
the republic's salvation. I do not boast
Have you ever been in South AfI merely state facts, for I have made rica? Have you ever lain at anchor
all my plans, and tomorrow I put them In Table bay and looked at the red
Into effect. That is why I cannot wait roofs of Cape Town standing by" the
v
to speak. The struggle will be long, fortress wolls of Table mount? Have
but you shall be my guiding star in the you ever felt the soft warm earth of
hours of darkness."
Ihe veldt under your feet? Have you
Under other circumstances the man's ever watched the ox wagons winding
magnificent egotism might have pro- down a pass, or heard the moan of the
voked a smile. And yet, for all its ostrich in the darkness, or listened to
grandiloquence, there was something tho sudden rush of the torrent over
In his speech that rang hard Dd true. the dry river bed, or smiled at the
Unquestionably Longorlo was danger-ou- s simple Jokes of the country folk? If
a real personality, and no mere you have, you know "Jannie" Smuts,
swaggering pretender. Alalre felt a as he is affectionately called In South
certain reluctant respect for him, and Africa ; "Jannie" who was born within
at the same time a touch of chilling 50 miles of Cape Town. You know all
fear such ns she had hardly experi- about him without being told, for he is
enced before. She faced him silently part of the whole scheme of nature
for a moment ; then she said :
and things there.
"Am I to understand that you forbid
There is a theory that a man finds
me to leave my own house?"
his best Impetus in the country in
"For the time being, exactly."
which he is born. South Africa can
"What? Then I am your prisoner I" certainly
boast of one such great man
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
tn General Smuts, minister of defense of the Union of South Africa, member
Three crops a year may be grows of the privy council, minister of aerial defense, and, at the present moment,
one of the prominent men of the war.
In the Canal cone.
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Every Christmas is greeted with
oalnty new boudoir caps and jackets,
sometimes designed for wear only la
the bedroom and sometimes meeting
the requirements of the breakfast table. Here is a pretty jacket made of
wide pink ribbon and lace which may
De slipped on over the nightdress or
petticoat, for bedroom wear. The cap
is merely a band of wide ribbon with
frill of lace at each edge headed by a
fancy braid.

!.

Work Basket of Paper Rope

r.v.,:

-

P- -

Office

No gifts are quite so much npprecl
ated as those which show the painstak'
Ing work of the giver. The pretty
work basket, pictured above, Is such a
token of warm friendship as every
woman might wish to give to someone
near and dear to her.
It is made of paper" rope In gray and
lined with
silk. It Is an
achievement to be proud of and a gift
to cherish. Little pockets, set about
the lining of the basket at the sides
will carry all the tools for sewing.
d
They are made of the
silk,

Remember the Baby

Carl and Pat along with Gretchen
and Hortense, are making eyes at us
this Christmas, inviting us to inquire
Into their merits. They belong to a
hew order of the beloved rag dolls
that have always held the warmest
corner of little folks' hearts.
These dolls are made of discarded
socks or stockings and stuffed with
cotton. White socks are used for the
heads and colored ones for the bodies.
Fancy stitching with heavy mercerized
cotton or yarns, outlines the jackets,
makes ties and garters and represents
buttons. The eyes, nose and mouth
are outlined also in black and red.
d
silk socks, usually In a
Even the baby is to have a patriotic
bent given to his affections, by means bright color on the wrong side are
of toys this year. Uncle Sam appears much sought after by the makers of
among the clever, home-mad- e
Christ- these jolly looking character dolls.
mas dolls, that reveal a rubber ball
They
somewhere in their anatomy.
have limp bodies, stuffed with a little
Wishbone Thimble Case
cotton and are dressed in cotton fabrics, as cotton flannel, eiderdown or
percale.
In the Uncle Sam doll the ball is
used for the head but In the other
kne It makes the body. This doll Is
dressed In blue eiderdown and has a
row of the tiniest pearl buttons down
its Totund tummy. When the ball is
punched the doll squeals much to the
surprise and delight of his babyship.
Two-tone-

f .Si 1
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Novel Coat Hanger

.

Another of those pretty novelties
made of painted wood appears In the
coat hanger shown above. These hangers are shown in the stores, painted
white with the figure outlined on them
in black, ready to point in any colors
one may choose. This one pictures
a girl In smart riding hat and black
collar with white stock. The face and
arms of the hanger are to be painted
according to individual fancy.

A

pretty thimble tase, made of a

wishbone saved from the wreck of the
Thanksgiving turkey, is something
new. Heavy silk or mercerized cotton Is used for crochet lace to make
a wide border about the wishbone. It
Is crocheted with a beading to carry
baby ribbon that Is run through it and
made int three little bows as shown
In the picture. A tiny bag, to hold
the thimble, is suspended between the
ends of the bone and the pretty gift Is
susDended by ribbon banters.
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That Cold
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Enquire for the
WüíonNerer Break Trace
Guaranteed

Reg-

J. H.WILSON
I

SADDLERY CO.
DENVER

BOSCHEE'S

GERMAN

The standard cold cure fat 10 yaara
In tablet fnnu aafe, aura, no opiates
urea cold in 24 hours grip iq
days. Money back if It fails. Oetthe
genuine box with Red top and Mr.
Hill's Dicturs on it.
Costs leas, gives
more, saves muney.
III1!
24 Tablta for 2Sc.
I v. un IH
.
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The length of a woman's foot should
of her height,

Backache of any kind Is often caused
by kidney disorder, which means that the
kidneys are not working- - properly. Poisonous matter and uric acid accumulate
within
the body In great abundance,

A WOMAN'S BURDENS

overworking the sick kidneys; hence the
congestion of blood causes backache In
the same manner as a similar congestion
In the head causes headache.
You become nervous, despondent, sick, feverish.
Irritable, have spots appearing before the
eyes, bags under the lids, and lack ambition to do things.
The latest and most effective means
of overcoming this trouble. Is to eat sparingly of meat, drink plenty of water between meals and take a single
tablet before each meal for a while.
Simply ask your favorite druggist for
Anurlc, double strength.
If you have
lumbago, rheumatism, gout, dropsy,
Immediately with this newest discovery of Dr. Pierce, who Is Chief Medlcnl
Director of Invalids' Hotel and Surgical
Institute In Buffalo, N. T. Bend 10 rents
for trial pkg. Large package GO cents.

are lightened when she turns to the right
medicine.
If her existence is made
gloomy by the chronic weaknesses, delicate derangements, snd painful disorder
that afflict her sex, she will find relief and
emancipation from her troubles In Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Inscription. If she's
overworked, nervous, or
"
she
finds new life and strength. It's a powerful, invigorating tonic and nervine which
was discovered and used hv an eminent
physician for many years, in cases of
'female complaints ' snd weaknesses.
For
young girls just entering womanhood:
for women at the critical "change of life;"
in bearing-dowsensations, periodical
pains, ulceration, inflammation, and every
kindred ailment, the "Favorite Prescription" is the only medicine put up without
alcohol. Liquid or tablets.
"run-down,-

An-u-r-

be-g- in

Smile on wish day. That's when ron use
Red Cross Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than
spow. All grocers. Adr.

STRANGLES

A new broom may sweep cleun. Af
ter the first round It is new no longer.

Or Distemper In stallions, brood mares, colts and all others la
mrat destructive.
The germ caualng the disease must ba removed from the body of the animal.
To prevent the trouble
the same must be done.

SPOHN'S COMPOUND

WOMEN SUFFERERS MAY

Will do both curs the sick and prevent those "exposed" from
having the disease. (0 cents and $1 a bottle; It and $10 the
All dmiTKlsts. harness houses, or manufacturers.
dnien
SPOILN MEDICAL CO, Manufacturera, Uoahea, lad, V.BJL.

T

Thousands upon thousands of women
have kidney and bladder trouble and
never suspect it.
Women s complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy
condition, they may cause the other organs to become diseased.
Pain in the back, headache, loss of am
bition, nervousness, are often times symptoms of kidney trouble.
Don t delay startina treatment.
Dr.
Kilmers' Swamp-Rooa physician's prescription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overcome
such conditions.
Get a medium or large size bottle im
mediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Hinghamton. N. Y.. for a
sample bottle. When writiug be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

jCARTERSf

Audacity Is stepfather of success,

f

S
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WHAT YOU SURELY NEED

t,

Parcel Post Limit Seven Pounds,
It will be noted that parcels welch
ing seven pounds but no more can be
sent through the post office department
all the way to France.
The twenty-pounparcels which are
Intended for Christmas gifts and which
are to be delivered on Christmas day
are sent by the war department from
Its port of embarkation at Hoboken
N. J. These parcels, which must not
exceed twenty pounds In weight, can
be sent to the address given In Hobo
ken in any way that the sender
chooses.
Of course the post office department
has been handling the smaller Christ
mas packages all the way through to

.

By L. W. Bower, 11 D.)

Anyway, the cost of food makes a
man more vigorous at a church social.

SWAMP-ROO-

QUININE

SYRUP

Why uRe ordinary cough remedies,
when Boschee's German Syrup has
been used so successfully for fifty-on- e
years In all parts of the United
States for coughs, bronchltlf, colds
settled in the throat, especially lung
troubles. It gives the patient a good
night's rest, free from coughing, with
easy expectorutlon in the morning,
gives nature a chance to soothe the
Inflamed parts, throw off the disease,
helping the patient to regain his
health. Sold in all civilized countries.
30 and 00 cent bottles. Adv.

NEED

i

THE NEW METHOD

We all want liberty but the wild
colt will amble back to the haystack.

ulations.

be

g

CASCARA

(Peal)
A. W. Gliason, Notary Public.
HALL'8 CATARPH MEDICINE Is taken Internally and acts through the Plood
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
Druggists, 76c. Testimonials free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,

statement Issued by Pott
Department to Eliminate

.

KM

rose-colore-
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By EDWARD B. CLARK.
vnnsivmgton. From all over the
United States queries come to Wash
tngton concerning the exact rules bov
erning the sending of parcels to the
members of the expeditionary forces In
ranee.
Confusion seems to prevail
everywhere.
It Is due to a number of
causes, the principal one of which
eems to be that the Instructions were
sent out piecemeal and that some of
A small, neat portfolio to carry sta- the first
rules. were amended.
T
tionery, pen and pencil for the soldier
nere
is tne official statement on
is one of the gifts that can be made the subject
which I
for him at home. It Is a simple affair, irora the post office have just secured
department:
of substantial brown denim, and requires nothing else but thread and snap Western Newspaper Union.
Gentlemen In amwer to your Inquiry
fasteners, to make a very complete and
with reference to parcel poat packages
handy writing case.
ur me American Expeditionary Forces,
As shown in the picture, the case
mg io aavme you a follows:
is about ten Inches wide and sixteen
Parcel post for soldiers and civilian
connected with the American Ensdltlnn
inches long. One side of It holds three ary
Forces In France, when carefully
.blotters that make a good support for packed
and properly addressed, will be
the writing tnblet In cramped quarters accepted by all postmasters for direct
where there is no table. On the other transmission through the malls. Such
side are compartments for paper, en- parcels may weigh up to seven pounds,
the soldiers and civilians
velopes, post cards and stamps. A connectedlorwith
the American Expednarrow strap of the denim, Is sewed itionary Forces may contain anything
down at the center to carry pen and inai is admissible to the domestic parcel post except perishables which may
pencil. Ink can be carried In solid
pou on ine long journey to Europe.
form now. It comes in small sticks
Parcel post for the American Kim
that dissolve in water. The case fast- dltlonary Forces need not be packed In
wooden boxes, but should be carefully
ens with strong snap fasteners as In packed
In the strongest kind of pastedicated In the picture.
board box to assure Its safa arrival at
It Is a good Idea to embroider the the front.
to this parcel post service
initials on belongings made for the to In addition
the troops, the war department will
boys in the service because so many undertake
to carry Christmas parcels
kits and portfolios are alike In all de- for the American Expeditionary Forces
tails. Besides It Is another evidence provided such parcels are sent "care
of thoughtfulness on the part of the the Commanding 1.General, Port of Em
barkation, Pier
Hoboken. New Jer
donor.
sey," and are packed In wooden boxes
not more than two cubic feet In volume,
well strapped, and with a hinged or
screw top. Buch Christmas boxes may
be sent to the Commanding Officer, Port
of Embarkation, either by express or
Homemade
Dolls through
the malls, and must not exceed
20 pounds In weight. The army will In
spect the contents of each box and un
dertake Its delivery from Hoboken to
the addressee. The war department will
receive Christmas packages up to De
oember 6th.
Yours very truly.
OTTO PRAEGER,
Second Assistant Postmaster General,

rose-colore- d

yo trier

DATE DEC.

Confusion Regarding

Costs Less

Frank J. Cneney makes onth that he Is
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney
ft Co., doing business In the City of Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and that
said firm will pny the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use of
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
flworn to befor mo and subscribed In
my presence, this 6'.h day of December,

France.
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War Department Will Transpor
Christmas Packages for

LAST SAILING

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
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Is a healthy, active, industrious liver.

Small doses of these pilla
taken regularly insure that. You may also need a purgative
sometimes. Then take one larger dose. Keep that in mindi
it will pay you rich dividends in Health and Happiness.
Genuine

Small Pill
Smsll Dose
Small Price
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ROSY CHEEKS

r

M HEALTHY COLOR Indicates Iron lo the Blood.

faces usually show its sbsence. Acon
ilion which will be much helped by
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Are Told How to Find
Relief from Pain.
Nashua, N.H. "I am nineteen years old and
every month for two years I had such pains that I
would often faint and have to leave school. I had
such pain I did not know what to do with myself
and tried so many remedies that were of no use.
I read about Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound in the newspapers and decided to
try it, and that is how I found relief from
pam and feel so much better than I used ta
When I hear of any girl sufferine
as I did I tell them how Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

France, but In order to Insure their delivery on Christmas morning it was
necessary to mall them by November
15. However, the fact that the mailing
was too late for delivery on Christmas day does not mean that packages
earmot still be sent by parcel post.
They can be sent any day in the year
at the rate of 12 cents for each pound
sent, and this rate holds from whatever point In the United States the
package Is sent.
How Packages Mutt Be Addressed.
Packages for the soldiers must be
(
addressed to the Individual, with his
company and his regiment and then
must be added the words'"Amer!can
Expeditionary Forces." It Is not necessary to add the name of the country.
It will be noted that in the instructions given above and prepared In the
second assistant postmaster general's
office nothing

helped me."
Delina Martin.
29 Bowers StrefiL Tair.iia
TI
Lydia E. rinkham's Vegetable Compound,
made from native roots and herbs, contains no

"i

narcotic or harmful drugs, and is, therefore,

THE PERFECTLY SAFE REMEDY

Is said

specifically con
cerning the kind of things which may
be sent to the soldiers and civilians
connected
with
the expeditionary
forces. It is perfectly proper to send
sugar, provided It is properly wrapped.
The reason sugar Is spoken of here
Is because there seems to have been
some misunderstanding about It.
Matches must not be sent In any circumstances.
Neither must anything
Inflammable, except, of course, ordinary packing material, be Included,
nor must there be any chemical or
fresh fruit in the packages. Candy
can go If properly protected from
mashing up and ruining other things
in the mall.
Jars of fruit properly
sealed and protected against breakage can be sent. Nothing of an explosive nature must be put into the
parcels.
It is necessary that the parcel post
weighing
up to seven
packages
pounds shall be wrapped so that the
post office authorities may examine
their contents. The rules for the
packages which the war department
sends are given explicitly in the above
official communication.
It is desired
to accentuate the fact that parcels up
to seven pounds in weight can be sent
by ordinary parcel post at any time of
the year, but that Christmas boxes
which are to go by the way of the war
department at the address given above
will not be forwarded If they are received at Hoboken later than December
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LYDIA E.PINKHAM

MEDICINE

CO. LYNN. MASS.

Accounting for It.
It Isn't every client who is able to
"The scenes of this pluy ore luid in keep his own council.

'
.
Greece."
"No wonder it has nil fat parts."

FIERY RED PIMPLES
That Itch and Burn Are Usually
Edematous Cutlcura Quickly Heals.

It

Important to Mothers

-

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that t
Bears the
ry ytfT"T3
Signature
In Use for Over 80 l'eúrs.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

needs but a single hot bath with
Cutlcura Soap followed by a gentle
application of Cutlcura Ointment to
the most distressing, disfiguring
eczemas, ltchings and burnings to
prove their wonderful properties. They
The sweetness of reVenge may sour
are also Ideal for every-da- y
toilet use.
'
the best disposition.
Free sample each by mall wlth Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
To keep clean and healthy take
Boston.
Sold everywhere. Adv.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. They remí
' A business
man takes no noté of tate liver, bowels and stomach. Adv.
time if he can get spot cash.
A man may try to make a widow
think he could riot help loving her, but
When Your Eyes Need Care she invariably knows better. ' '
.
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Try Murine Eye Remedy

Ko Smarting

Just Hy Comfort. (0 eenta at
or mail. Writ ior Free Bra Boole
KGKLNa IX JC BMSWDT CO.. CHICAGO

Irtigjlts

.'. HAIR BALSAM

A tollrt preparation of merit.
Belt to aradioate daiidrud.

Red Cross Baft Blue, much better, Roes
farther than liquid blue. Qet from 'any
grocer. Adv.
,

If you can't lose without carrying a
grudge don't compete.

ForRaatorin Color and'
Baautr to Gray or Fadad Hair.
Wo.
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and tl.oo at ProgflBta.
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PHIS, Il.tTO
ska. Blseklai Pills. U na
Infectar, but Cutter's shnple end BtlouteK.
Itour
ITbe atperiorltr ol Cutter product! is due to over IS
rrett of epecUIUlng ia vaccinbs AND sksums
only. Insist on Currara, Ii uubtaiubja,
order direct.
Tfcs tirttsr
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CHILDREN'S COUGHS
mar b check ad. bd4 more serióos
Uoos of the throat will be often sroidrd
the child a doss of
tr promptly-fivlh- r
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"The House of Service"
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MEN

High Ideals

and

Splendid Record, Justifies
Nation's Pride.
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They Go Everywhere by Land or
Sea in Defense of the
American Flag.
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SERE

8am Pays All Expense and
Monthly Wage Is All Velvet-Th- ere
I Always Room
at the
Top," True of Navy.
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By EDWARD B. CLARK.
Washington. Sailors of the Araerl
fcan navy, many oí them young men
(who only a year ago were on the farm,
at the bench, at the counter, or In
school, today are In Uncle Sum's destroyers sailing the waters of the
northern seas, where they are engaged
In the heroic duty of upholding the
."world principle of freedom for all peo
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By EDWARD B. CLARK.
Washington.
"First in the Fight" Is
the wnr-tlm-e
slogan of the United
States marines, while "Semper
"Always Faithful." Ja thel
motto In peace and war.
So It would seem that If good works,
coupled with faith, secure a man's salvation, there must be some reason as
well as rhyme In the last four lines off
the Marine corps hymn:

''

ples.
The American people always have
shown a kindly disposition toward the
and the
There has been an appeal about the
eea which hn8 drawn and held the in
terest of landsmen who never smelt
ealt water. Americans always have
taken a pride la their navy,
I
Today Uncle Sam needs men for his
Jmvy and he wishes to get them from
the ranks of those who are charged
with the volunteer spirit of service,
Our great fleet Is mobilized 'somewhere on the coast" for possible deadly
ervlee with the great fleet of the
1
enemy. Today, for the navy has al
lowed the fact to become known, many
of our smaller craft, the bulldog de
stroyers of the navy, are hunting the
submarine sharks In the waters off
Dnunt's Rock, close to the coast of Ire
land and farther north, where even In
trammer the elements at times are al
most as fierce as "man, the enemy."
Pay Is Doubled.
,
Recently the congress of the United
States Increased the pay of the sailor
men so materially that the recrults's
pay Is double what It was.
i
In the navy the young men of the
t1
(country, both In times of peace and In
war,
times of
secure liberal educations,
Their opportunities for travel and for
g
are greater than those of
men employed In almost any other call
ing In life. Moreover, the boys Just
nterlng manhood who enlist In the
Xiavy are given opportunities for in- istruction which, If they have the ambl
lion and the mental qualifications, will
enable them to enter the naval academy at Annapolis on the same terms as
midshipmen who are nominated by
members of congress, and at that in
stitution to secure an education which
its them for the commissioned rank
which the government of the United
States will confer upon them.
There are traditions In the American
navy which keep high the spirit of endeavor In every man who walks the
deck under the colors, from the admiral to the apprentice seaman. The
boy learns all about John Paul Jones,
fend bis deeds on the sea for his conn-trall about Decatur, Bainbrldge,
Ilnll, Porter, Farragut and Dewey. As
the secretary of the navy has said, Id
what is really an appeal to the youth
of the country to enlist under the
navy's colors, the standard Is high.
Service of High Ideals.
. "The navy has been throughout Its
entire existence a service of high
Ideals; and Its unbroken record of
great and worthy achievement, of duty
well done, has been due to the high
standard set for officers and men In the
beginning and which has been maintained ever since. This standard was
pever higher than It is today; and any
young American who thinks of going
fnto the navy may feel sure that, on
enlisting, he will enter a service In
Which he may, and should, always feel
K justifiable pride and of which the
uniform Is a badge of honor."
v Young men between the ages of seventeen and twenty-fivwho are not
killed In any naval trade, are enlisted
s apprentice seamen. Immediately
ppon being sworn In at the recruiting
stations they are sent at government
expense to a naval training station.
The apprentice seaman, because he Is
ft green man and simply undergoing
training has been paid In the past tlon concerning enlistments of this
flT.00 a month. From this time on, kind can be had at any recruiting of
nee. The navy today Is a world In
however, tinder the recent act of con
gress his pay throughout the war and Itself. It needs men proficient In
until six months after Its ending Is to nearly all Unes of human working en
deavor.
be $32.60 a month,
Rate of Pay In Navy.
f 'Now It must be remembered that the
The law increasing the pay of the
sailor, whether he be a recruit or a
men In the navy has just been enacted
seasoned
Is under no
expense at all for his livelihood after nntl the pay tables under the new dis
be once Joins the navy. He Is given pensation have not yet been made out,
but it Is a simple thing to determine
clothing, food, shelter and medical
Out of his pay all that he the rate of pay of each seaman of
class by adding to the poy
tori spend is such money as he desires whatever
to pay out for such luxuries and enter- given In the accompanying table the
tainments as he seems Inclined to In- amount of Increase in each case. The
Increased pay allotment has Just gone
dulge In.
Into effect. Below Is given the navy
Increase Soon Comes.
It must not be supposed that an ap- wage table, with the pay as it stood
prentice seaman continues long to draw prior to the "recent act of congress. In
simply the amount of his first pay. His order tQ know what each man's pay
first raise comes In the seaman branch, now Is, it Is only necessary to know
and If he Is In the flreroom he gets an thnt every man now drawing less than
$21 a month will receive an increase of
additional sum.
The navy needs men who are trained $ 15 a month ; that every man drawing
or partly trained In the various trades. at present from $22 to $24 a month, inMen who are proficient along certain clusive, will receive $12 a month addiUnes and who come within certain tional ; that every man drawing more
limits of ages are enlisted for specific than $24 and less than $4.r, will receive
purposes In the navy. They are given $8 a month additional, and that every
pay In accordance with standards set mnn drawing at present $45 or more
for the different lines of endeavor n month will receive $0 n month addi
which they must follow. Full informa- I
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Ever look on Heaven's scenes,
They will find the streets are guarded by
The United States Marines.

able to rut on a pair of shoes ar.d never know
that you have shoes c.:i your feet, except when you glance
lit. In
down to admire their locks that i; Walk-OvWalk-Ove- rs
old-shnew-choe
comfort. The
style and
you ct
reason old shoes feel good i that they ere "set" to your foot.
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To ftct a new shoe set to your foot the first time you put it
Boot Shop, and this is why:
on is possible at the Walk-OvTiie lasts upon which Walk-Ov- er
Shoes are made are
lasts. There are hundreds of them
sometimes the
variation is so little that the eye can't see the difference. Your
foot can feel the difference, though, and appreciate the comfort which that difference makes.
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We carry a sufficiently lare stock to give you a fit you will
enjoy, in a style you will approve.
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Recently Cncle Sam has ordered an
Increase In the number of his marine
to a war strength of 80,000 men,
which numerlcojly means 4,000 more
taen than there are In a division of
troops of the United States army.
There is room In the marines, there-lor-e,
for any stalwart young American between the ages of eighteen and
thlrty-flv- e
who wishes to be a soldier
and a sailor In one, to be first In the
fight, and to be able to prove that he
is always faithful to the Ideals of hn-- ;
manlty and the Ideals of his country.
In the present war (the American belief is that the two are one.
When congress recently Increased
the pay of the army lt'also increased
the. pay of the navy and of the Marine corps. The recruit today who enters the Marine corps will receive $30
a month pay, an Increase of $15 over
the pay In the more or less piping
times of peace. More than this, If he
goes to sea, which unquestionably will
be his lot, he will receive 20 per cent
additional, and it Is generally account'
ed that In this war time the 20 ;cr
cent Increase will be continued while
the marine Is on land in a foreign
country holding up his end for the
United States.
What Is the marine? This Is one of
the questions in a little catechism Issued by the officials of the corps. The
answer Is that the marine is a soldier
of the sea.
A
d
Fighter.
The marine Is n soldier and a sailor,
and yet he is neither. He is a sort of
d
fighting rover. He goes
a
everywhere by land or by sea to the-las-t
outpost of civilization and beyond
if It la necessary for the service of
protection of the American flag and of
the upholding of the rights of American
.
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FAITHFUL"

The Recruit Entering Service Today Is
Paid $30 a Month and the Opportunities for Advancement Are-Numerous.
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people.

The Marine corps Is curious in a way
In Its formation. It has more men In
Its ranks than an army division, and
yet In a way Its organisation Is that
of a regiment, although It has a ma-

jor general commandant and several
brigadier generals. Then, like th
nrmy, it has its colonels, Its lieutenant
colonels, its majors, and its captains.
-The Marine corps, big as It i with
its 80,000 men in war time, keeps a pe-
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"The One Price
tional pay.
It should be borne In mind that the
apprentice seaman,, the ordinary boy
recruit, who ordinarily gets $17.60 a
month, will be receiving at the time
taat this is read $15 additional, mak
ing nis pay $32.60.
Here Is the pay table as It stands
today regardless of the Increases which
congress has ordained:
Chief Petty Officers.
1

Monthly

Pay.
Chief masters at arma..
..I71.M
Chief boatswains' matea
.. 66.
Chief gunners' mates
.. 66.0C
Chief turret captains
.. C6.0C
Chief quartermasters
.. S6.0Í
Chief machinists' mates
.. 77.M
Chief electricians
.. 66.00
Chief carpenters' mates
.. 65.00
Chief water tendera
.. M.0C
Chief printers
.. 6.0C
Chief Storekeepers
.. M.OC
Chief yeomen
.. 66.00
Chief Dharmaclata' mitu
.. 66.0C
Bandmasters
.. 67.2C
All chief petty officers with a per
OC

House"Cl
-.

Plumbers and Fitters
Ballmakera' matea
carpenters' mates, flrst claaa
Water tenders
raimera, nrst clasa
Printers, first class
Storekeepers, first class
yeomen, nrst class
First muaiclana
Pharmacists' mates, flrst class
Masters at arms, second class
Boatswains' mates, second class
Qunners' mates, second class..
Quartermasters, second class
Machinists' majes, second (lass
Electricians, second class
Bhlpfltters, second clsjss

i

Ollar

.77

68.00
49 60
44 00
44 nn

44.00
44.00
44.00
44.00
44.00

8.60
44Í00

53.50
88.60
S8.60
S8.6O
44.00
44 00
44.00
40.70
38.60
38.60
38.60
38.60

Carpenters' mates, second class
Painters, second class
Storekeepers, second class.
Veomen, second class
Pharmacists' mates, second class.... 38.60
Petty Officers, Third Class.
Masters at arms, third class
$33.00
Coxswain

33.00

Gunners' mates, third class
83.00
Quartermasters, third class
83.00
Electricians, 3d class..'.
33.00
Carpentera' mates, third class
33.00
Painters, third claaa
83.00
manent appointment receive $77 a Storekeepers, third class
33.00
Yeomen,
third class
33.00
month and allowances.
Pharmacists' mates, tblrd elaas
83.00
Petty Officers. First Class.
Ratina With Seamen.
Masters at arms. flrf
mm Seamen gunners
828.60
!oo
Boatswains' mate, flrit clasa
Seamen
26.40
üunnera' matea, nrst claaa
.00
Firemen, flrst class
88.60
urr captains, nrst clasa
66.00
Musicians, flrst class
36.20
Quartermasters, first class...,
.00
Hospital apprentices, flrst clasa.
26.40
Holler makers
,
71.60
Rating With Seamen, Second Class.
Úw
Machlnlsta' mate, flrst class
Coppersmiths
CO.Pfl
jyv) Feamen, second rinss
Plremcn. second class
Sliipfltters, flrst clasa
jam
6 W
FhljiwrlKht
,
27.5(1
i, nrM ' lulls,
.'rJJ MuHlclnns, second class
33.00

il.u

rr.

.......,,.

I

RuRlera

llviui

83.09

mi.Una.f

..m..-..:..-

i,

Rating With Seamen, Third Class,
Apprentice seamen
817.60
24.20
Firemen, third claBS
Landsmen
17.6O
Commissary Branch.
Chief commissary stewards....
$77.00
commissary stewarda
66.00
Ship's cooka, flrst class
60.60
Ship's cooks, second clasa
44.00
,
Ship's cooks, third class
33.00
Ship's cooks, fourth class
27.60
40.60
Bakers, flrst class
88.60
Bakers, second class
17.60
Landsmen
66.00
Stewards to commander In chief
Cooks to commanders In chief
65.00
66.00
Stewards to commandants
Cooks to commandants
66.00
66.00
Cabin stewards
49.60
Cabin cooks
66.00
Wardroom stewards
49.60
Wardroom cooks
Steerage stewards
'88.00
$3.00
Steerage cooks
88.60
Warrant officers' stewards
Warrant officers' copka
83.00
Mess attendants, flrst class..,
33.00
27.64
Mess attendants, second classt.
, 22.00
Mess attendants, third class

If Americans citliens.
All stewards and cooks of the mess.
man branch, who are American citizens,
and hold certificates of Qualification,
receive $5.50 a month In addition to
the above rates of pay.
Navy Needs Men. .
The United States today is at war.

The government officials are looking
to the yonng men of the country to
come to the help of thnt democracy
which means liberty. 'übce cr rei"

culiar organization, because Its fighters necessarily are divided Into comparatively small detachments.
Under the commend of Colonel Doyen of the Marine corps 2,000 soldiers
of the sea soon will be In the trenches
In France. These men, It has been
announced, were added to the preliminary force which it is intended to
send into France because the government recognized the right of marlpes
to live up to the meaning of their wartime slogan, "First In the Fight."
Men Needed for Marines.
The United States government wants
men for its Marine corps. It hopes that
It will not be necessary to draw from
the ranks of the selective service
army the men needed to complete the
complement of the soldier-sailo- r
organ'
Izntion. It wants volunteers. The at
tractions of service In the marines ftfel
many. There are chances, and good
ones, for the enlisted men- - to be rec
ommended for a student course at An
napolls, there to be educated sndl
trained and upon graduation to reí
celve a commission either In the Ma
rlne corps or in the navy. Tho laW;
.also provides for the promotion of
noncommissioned
officers to warrant
rank In the grades of marine gunners,
and quartermaster's clerk. Such ofil
cers receive from $1,125 to $2,50(jC
year, and are entitled to the same
privileges of retirement as warrant
officers In the navy.
i
There Is a chance for marlnW $
Make money in addition to their pay.
Mess stewards, mess sergeants, mej
mep, clerks, and men assigned to (via?
tlon duty receive amounts varyfrlg;
from $7.50 to $15 per month la Oddl
tlon to their base pay. There are rfro
visions for Increased pay for men wKq
qualify as expert riflemen, as marfcat
T
men and as sharpshooters.
corps
Marine
The
is the oldest army,"
service of the United States, having;
been organized before the qrmy and
the navy. Every man who enters It is.
given bis food, his clothing, his lodg,
lng, and his medical attendance. vv.
The country, needs volunteer marines for a service that is First at
the Front and Always FaithfuL
-

--

